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1 Purpose of the Report 

The purpose of this report is to advise Members of the content of the European Spatial Development 
Perspective (ESDP) document recently produced by the EU and to seek homologation for the 
response forwarded to COSLA on the consultation exercise they are undertaking on this paper and 
its implications. 

2 Background 

The first official draft of the ESDP was tabled at the informal meeting of the Spatial Planning 
Ministers of the European Union which took place in Noordwijk on 9 and 10 June 1997, a copy of 
which is attached at Annexe 1. 

The document aims to: - 

0 improve the implementation of Community policies and to increase their efficiency and 
relevance by taking more account of the spatial dimension 

0 develop greater co-operation between Member States 

0 assists authorities responsible for spatial planning to take European spatial development issues 
into account at an early stage 

The Leipzig Declaration (based on political principles drawn up in 1994) stated that spatial 
development can contribute in a decisive way to the achievement of the goal of economic and social 
cohesion and the central aim will be to achieve sustainable and balanced development. The 
Declaration also states that each country will take the ESDP forward according to the extent it 
wishes to take account of European spatial aspects in its national policies. The ESDP is a non- 
binding reference document and builds on previous work done by the European Commission on 
spatial planning which resulted in the Europe 2000 and 2000+ documents. 

The ESDP emphasises the European, transnational, and cross-border dimension of spatial policies 
carried out in the Member States and their regions; and the spatial dimension of Community 
policies and their impact on the European territory. 



The Dutch Presidency underlined the importance of the ESDP: - 

as a basis for political discussion on how European spatial policy can contribute to the 
integration of cohesion, sustainability, and global competitiveness 

0 as a framework for reinforcing the relationship between policies aimed at urban and rural areas 

in introducing a more integrated, multi-sectoral approach to policies which influence spatial 
development at the cross-border, transnational, and European level 

0 as a framework for encouraging co-operation between European, national, regional, and local 
administrations on matters relating to spatial development 

3 The European Spatial Development Perspective 

The document is split into four parts: - 

Part 1 - background and status of the ESDP together with the policy approach and goals adopted in 

Part 2- spatial issues which have a European significance, impact of Community policies on the 

Part 3 - policy aims and options for the European territory 
Part 4 - how the debate on the ESDP should be conducted and looks at the first phase of its 

the Perspective 

European territory and further work required on spatial analysis 

implementation in terms of innovative and experimental action 

3.1 The Spatial Approach at European Level 

The ESDP outlines the changes which will affect the economic, social, and spatial development of 
the European Union as follows: 

0 the consequences of the gradual economic integration of Europe and more intensive political co- 
operation between Member States 

0 the growing role of local and regional authorities and their spatial development functions 
0 the likely enlargement of the EU and closer ties with EU neighbours 

the globalisation of the economy 
0 substantial technological change 

Market forces increasingly operate at a European level and there is a great deal of competition 
between different parts of the EU. However spatial policies are often devised at national, regional, 
or local levels. The ESDP argues that there should be a European dimension to the spatial policy 
which balances competition and co-operation as a means of improving economic and social 
cohesion. 

3.2 Spatial Issues - the European Dimension 

The document acknowledges that ‘European spatial issues are above all those that occur at the 
continental and transnational levels’ but that ‘the recognition of this European dimension does not 
in itself alter the distribution of existing competencies and responsibilities between the different 
institutional partners’. 



The document outlines three issues which are fundamental when examining future trends in spatial 
development : 

demographic trends and urban development 
0 characteristics and trends in the European economy 

environmental trends 

Following examination of the above trends, the ESDP outlines four issues resulting which it advises 
must be tackled at a European level: 

changes in urban structures 
0 changing role and h c t i o n  of rural areas 
0 changes in transport, communication and knowledge 
0 continuing pressure on Europe’s natural and cultural heritage 

3.3 Policy Aims and Options for the European Territory 

The informal Council in Leipzig set down three main areas of policy action. These were: - 

0 more balanced and polycentric systems of cities and a new urban-rural relationship 
0 parity of access to infrastructure and knowledge 
0 prudent management and development of Europe’s natural and cultural heritage 

A chart which outlines in more detail the policy aims and policy options recommended within this 
section of the ESDP is attached to this report at Annexe 2. 

Part 3 concludes by outlining a framework for Integrated Spatial Policy the essence of which is to 
combine selected thematic options into coherent spatial strategies for the future development of 
specific areas of the European territory in which national borders and other administrative limits 
remain significant obstacles. these strategies could then serve as reference frameworks for the 
implementation of multi-sectoral policies for the areas which they cover. 

There are three levels for the application of such integrated spatial strategies in a European context: 

0 the Europe-wide level 
the transnational level 
the regionaVloca1 level 

The principle of integrated transnational strategies is being developed in the Interreg IIc 
programmes which are examined in more detail at paragraph 5 of this report. 

The ESDP examines actions that could be taken at the regional and local levels. It states that 
‘communities and administrations at the regional and local levels are among the key factors in the 
field of European spatial planning’ and that many options requiring co-operation at the European 
and transnational levels are dependent on complementary policy actions at the regional and local 
levels. 



3.4 Carrying out the European Spatial Development Perspective 

Despite its non-binding nature, the ESDP is meant to bring about tangible results. The ESDP can 
be carried out with the participation of numerous actors, sectors, and administrative levels, and the 
use of a wide range of instruments and institutional mechanisms. The first aims are to transform the 
official draft into the first official ESDP which should be done by: - 

0 a wide political debate 
0 innovative and experimental actions 
0 the establishment of a solid technical support 

These actions will be undertaken through the following: - 

a wide political debate within each Member State in co-operation programmes, at the European 
level, and outside the Union 

0 innovative and experimental actions within Member States, between Member States, and with 
third countries using EU financial instruments already available 
the establishment of solid technical support through a European Observatory or network of 
institutes to provide research support and advice 

The ESDP argues that it is predominantly transnational co-operation that can bring Member States, 
regions, local authorities, and other actors together and translate the ESDP’s guidelines, aims, and 
options for spatial policy into spatial development strategies. The implementation of the integrated 
policy agenda at the European level, transnational strategies, and the priorities of the regions and 
local administrations, requires both vertical policy co-ordination between the different 
administrative levels as well as horizontal policy co-ordination between spatial and sector policies. 

4 Key Issues for North Lanarkshire Council 

The ESDP has most implications for the Council within the area of its statutory planning 
responsibilities. The document begins to examine the spatial effects of a number of policies which 
have an impact on local authorities either through the funding opportunities that they offer or 
because local authorities enact European legislation. In particular, the ESDP argues that there is an 
important spatial dimension to the structural policies associated with economic and social cohesion, 
environmental policy, transport policy, and trans European networks, the Common Agricultural 
Policy (CAP), and research development and technology policy. 

The ESDP does not particularly take into account local and regional differences and Scotland is 
rarely mentioned throughout the whole of the document. As it rarely mentions geographical areas, it 
gives a very general overview. An important consideration in the development of the ESDP will be 
the way in which actions on the local and regional levels complement actions at the European and 
transnational levels and there is therefore a major role for the Council to ensure complementarity 
between these levels and best practice. 



5 Funding Opportunities 

The ESDP will be developed through European spatial planning programmes such as Interreg IIc 
which aims to: - 

help restore the balance between different areas of the EU through structuring measures that 
contribute to the promotion of economic and social cohesion 
foster transnational co-operation by Member States and other authorities with responsibilities for 
spatial planning within a framework of common territorial development priorities 
improve the impact of Community policies on spatial development 

The Council falls within the Atlantic Area Programme as do all of the West of Scotland authorities, 
is participating in a COSLA Interreg IIc working group, and examining the possibilities of the 
initiative in partnership with other local authorities and transnational partners. The Atlantic Area 
programme has not yet been approved by the Commission but a decision is expected over the next 
few months. 

In addition, the Agenda 2000 budgetary package recently announced by the European Commission 
to cover the period 2000-2006, proposes a new Community Initiative to cover ‘cross-border, 
transnational, and inter-regional co-operation to promote harmonious and balanced spatial 
planning’. There are therefore potential funding opportunities to fund spatial planning activities 
relating to the policy areas of the ESDP from this source. The ESDP will in fact influence the 
development of this initiative. 

6 North Lanarkshire Council Action 

The Council has been closely monitoring the development of the ESDP and associated funding 
opportunities and departments are being kept informed of developments through mechanisms such 
as the European Affairs Officer Working Group. 

The Council has also responded to the COSLA consultation on the ESDP after consultation with 
departments and a copy of the letter sent is attached at Annexe 3 for homologation. 

The main comments made in the response relate to the strategic planning role of the authority and 
the links between those factors identified in the ESDP such as economic integration of the EU, 
enlargement, globalisation of the economy, and technological change, and their relation to the 
Structure Plan process and the authroity’s involvement in its preparation. 

After all responses from member councils are received, COSLA will make a formal response to the 
ESDP both to the Scottish Office and the European Commission. The ESDP will also be the 
subject of an Opinion by the Committee of the Regions which the Council will take steps to 
influence. 

The debate on the ESDP will conclude during the UK Presidency in May/June 1998 so 
opportunities also exist to influence the debate at a national level and through local Members of 
Parliament. 

The Council will also continue to participate in the Interreg IIc Working Group and Members and 
departments will be kept up to date on developments in relation to all of the above. 



7 Recommendations 

It is recommended that the Committee: - 

(i) Notes the progress of the ESDP, the Council’s current activity in relation to its 
development, and the examination of related funding opportunities 

(ii) Agrees to homologate the response to the COSLA consultation on the ESDP attached at 
Annexe 3 

Local Government Access to Information Act 
For further information on this report, please contact Heather Koronka, European Co-ordination 
Officer, on 01698-302270. 
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PART I 

1. THE SPATIAL APPROACH AT THE EUROPEAN LEVEL 

The long-term trend of the economic, social and spatial development of the EU will be 
substantially affected by three factors: 

the consequences of the gradual economic integration of Europe, and of a more 
intensive political co-operation between Member States and with other interested 
parties 
the growing role of the local and regional authorities and their spatial development 
functions 
the likely enlargement of the Union as well as the development of relations with its 
neighbours. 

These three phenomena have to be seen within the broader contexf of the globalisation of 
the economy and the substantial technological changes which accompany this; and in the 
light of the major demographic, economic and environmental trends which characterise the 
development of the Union. 

These new circumstances, which have lead to greater openness and deeper relations 
between areas, emphasize both the importance and the implications of the spatial 
dimension of development which constitutes the basis of the approach adopted in the 
E.S.D.P. 

1.A. THE BASIC GOALS 

The E.S.D.P. pursues three fundamental goals, which are in iine with the genera! approach 
of the informal meeting of Leipzig (.1994): , 

Economic and social cohesion 
Sustainable development 
Balanced competitiveness of the European temtory. 

These three goals are different in nature and political meaning. In particular, economic and 
social cohesion is a central pillar of the Treaty of the Union and a major task for the 
various Community policies. The spatial approach not only confirms its absolute necessity, 
but should even be seen as a way to assist its progress. 

What is new, is that these three goals are being pursued in combination, with attention also 
being paid to how they interact. In this respect, they may be compared with the three 
operational objectives put foward in the Leipzig document: balance, protection and 
development. Although each of the three basic goals concerns these three operational 
objectives, each also places particular stress on one of those objectives: cohesion / balance, 
sustainable development / protection, and territorial competitiveness / development. 
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None of the three operational objectives alone can be favoured over the other 
development alone means the victory of the strongest, balance alone makes the weakest 
more dependent and the strongest weaker in a global context, protection alone contains the 
risk of sclerosis and stagnation. Spatial planning which concentrated on only one of these 
objectives would undoubtedly suffer from the lack of the other two and miss its goal of 
promoting effective, balanced and harmonious spatial development. 

One of the main ways in which the E.S.D.P. can add value is by facilitating achievement of 
these three objectives through the creation of links between them - by according them due 
weight in the light of the variety of territorial situations in Europe. In particular this 
implies working towards a better integration between the various sectoral policies which 
exert an influence on the territory. It  is also a means of taking account of the fact that 
Europe as a whole has to meet the challenge of global competition on a world scale. Its 
chances of doing so successfblly will be all the greater if i t  can also increase in a balanced 
way its general competitiveness, find a path to sustainable growth and preserve and even 
improve its spatial balance and cohesion. 

I.B. THE E.S.D.P. - ITS RAISON D’ETRE 

Regions, cities and territories compete to attract economic activities, jobs, infrastructure, 
etc., a process that provides one of the main forces driving spatial development. However, 
not all the territories of Europe are ensased in this competition on an equal basis; and, in 
addition, the process runs u p  against limits when unrestrained Competition produces 
ineficiency and results in the dissipation of efiort and investment. This means that a 
general view has to be taken in order to promote the harmonious and balanced 
development of  Europe. In some instances, co-operation will have to be used to increase 
the competitive capacity of territories which are inadequately integrated into the 
competitive process; in other instances co-operation will seek to limit the negative effects 
of exacerbated competition. In both these situations, the spatial approach seeks a better 
balance betlveen competition and  co-operation so that the whole European territory can 
reach the optimum level of competitiveness. This approach could serve as a means of 
enhancing its economic and social cohesion. 

! 

The social and economic changes within European society result in three different forms of 
interdependence: 

between areas 
between the various sectoral policies which have an impact on a particular area 
between the various levels of government which share responsibility for a particular 
area. 

While these changes may sometimes bring the risk of increasing spatial imbalances in 
Europe, they can also offer fresh opponunities for progress. In either case, they call for 
concerted responses from the Union and point to the benefit of ftrther developing the 
spatial approach a t  the European level. 



agreeing to follow the path of drawing u p  a European Spatial Development Perspective 
(E.S.D.P.), the Member States and the Commission have understood the scale of these 
new challenges and the need for an approach to  them which transcends national 
boundaries. Over the last seven years, the ministers responsible for spatial planning. 
working alongside the Commission, have tackled this task with suppon from the European 
Parliament, the Committee of the Regions and the local authorities, and the Economic and 
Social Committee. 

In November 1993 in Liege, the ministers decided to draw u p  an E.S.D.P. Since then, 
successive Presidencies (Corfu and Leipzig in 1994, Strasbourg and Madrid in 1995, and 
Venice in 1996), have contributed to developing ideas on the status and content of this 
document. M e r  this period of reflection, it was decided to collect all those ideas in a first 
consensus document. This document, now presented to the ministers at their meeting in 
Noordwijk in June 1997, is t h e  first official draft of t h e  E.S.D.P.. It is in line with the six 
political principles listed in the preface to the Leipzig document', on which the ministers 
were able to reach a common understanding. 

It is intended to be the expression of a shared vision of the European territory as a whole, a 
common reference framework for action, and to guide the relevant authorities in policy 
formulation and implementation. I t  is also intended to be a positive step towards 
commitment to, and participation in, an on-going political process of discussion and 
guidance for decision-making at the European level. 

I.C. A DOCUMENT ON POLICY ISSUES 

The E.S.D.P. goes further than just setting out possible objectives from a spatial point .of 
view. It also deals with policy issues. I t  is a document which aims both to raise the 
awareness of the various partners involved (Commission, Member States, European 
Parliament, the various Council bodies, regions and other potentially interested parties); 
and to promote the organisation among them of a wide-ranging discussion on the long- 
term guidelines: for European spatial development. 

I 

A starting point for.thinking in spatial terms lies in the fact that forces which influence the 
location of economic activities, primarily market forces, operate increasingly at European 
level while spatial development policies are still often devised at national level, or lower. 
There is therefore a discrepancy between these levels which makes it  difficult to exploit to 
the hII the opportunities for the spatial development of Europe which are opening up. 

spatial dei.elopincnt m contribute in a deciske \\a>' 10 tlic aclI.ievc~nent of !lie goal ofeconornic and xxial 
coliesion 
tlie existing competcnces of tlie responsible innirutions for Coirunuluy policies rciiwin uncikulgd tlie 
E.S.D.P. may contribute to Llie iiiipleiiicntation of Coiiuiiuun. policies nh.icIi 1m.e a territorial iiiipnct. but 
\\iLhoul consmining Lhe responsible innirurjons in esercising their responsibilities. 
tlle czntral aim uill bc to aclueve sunai&nble and balm& dc\.elopnlent 
it  \ k i l l  be prepared respecung esining innirutions a i d  uill bc iion-bindmg oii Meiiibcr States 
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A characteristic feature of the Community’s territory is its great diversity. particularly 
when compared with other pans of the world. This diversity, one of Europe’s major 
development assets, is constantly enriched as t h e  Union continues to expand. This means 
that the determination at Community level of spatial policies which can apply right across 
the Union is becoming increasingly difficult and complex. Such policies have to respect this 
d ivers i ty  and complexi ty  and exploit them for the common good of Europe: it requires 
the development of a geographically differentiated approach to spatial policy while 
preserving the view of Europe as a whole. 

But there can be no question that, because of this diversity and complexity, the E.S.D.P. 
approach should be limited only to a scientific and detailed analysis of the European 
temtory and its features. The aim is to  draw on the material available in,this field, such as 
‘Europe 2000 +’ and the documents tabled by successive presidencies, to help prepare a n  
in t eg ra t ed ,  mult i -sectoral  a n d  ind ica t ive  s t r a t egy  for the spatial development of the 
Union. Infer d in ,  this should encourage greater coherence and complementarity between 
the spatial development strategies of the Member States and hence improve co-ordination 
of the spatial aspects of Community policies. It is a tool which would, in particular, be 
closely linked to  the hndamental objective of economic and social cohesion, and  
significantly contribute to its achievement. It would also help achieve sustainable 
development, another basic objectives of the Union. The specific contribution of the 
E.S.D.P. would consist in underlining the fact that the attainment of these objectives is 
dependent on greater attention being paid to the spatial dimension. 

. 

Nevertheless, it is not the intention of the E.S.D.P. to say which combination of policies 
should be implemented in which areas of the European territory. Its purpose is to propose 
a framework, a methodology and a process for the integrated spatial application of 
thematic options. These options and the methodology will be subject to a broad political 
debateawithin the European institutions and within Member States. 

Time is also an important factor. The strategic approach to spatial development proposed 
by the  E.S.D.P. seeks to influence the future over the long term. In this regard, there is, 
however, one shortcoming in the present document: it  is restricted to  the 15 Member 
States. Future development of the European Spatial Development .Perspective will have to 
pay greater attention to the continent-wide aspect of spatial development and include 
enlargement of the Union. 

I.D. THE STATUS OF THE E.S.D.P. 

Accordingly, this approach is intended to constitute a common point of reference to round- 
off the period of reflection followed by the ministers of spatial planning since 1989. It  
follows directly from the decision taken at Corfu i n  1994 that the drawing u p  of the 
E.S.D.P. should become a conce r t ed ,  selective, progressive,  on-going, flexible a n d  
t r anspa ren t  process. I n  line with the Leipzig principles it is also clear that the approach 
can be only indicative, not prescriptive, Nevenheless, it  is expected to lead to tangible 
results for the European territory and provide a stimulus for action. 
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The principle of selectivity, in pzrticular, reflects the need for an approach to spatial 
matters based on a limited number of major themes, which can highiizht both the 
integration of the various policies having a spatial impact and the need to increase CO- 

operation between the parties involved. The Leipzig document is a basis in this respect, as 
it  identifies three spheres of activities corresponding to the followins three objectives: 

a balanced and polycentric urban system 
parity of access to infrastructure and knowledge 
prudent management and development of the natural and cultural heritage. 

The E.S.D.P. does not seek to identify a new field of action for Community policies nor to  
carve out 'fresh responsibilities for the Union. It seeks simply to improve the 
implementation of Community policies and to  increase their efficiency and relevance by 
taking more appropriate account of their spatial dimension. It can seme the purpose of a 
better co-operation between Member States, as well as between them and the Commission. 
It can also help the authorities responsible for spatial planning to take the European spatial 
development issues into account at an early stage. 

I.€. AN APPROACH TO SPATIAL POLICY IN EUROPE 

Two strands need to be distinguished and brought together: the first seeks to give a hrther 
dimension to  the conduct of sectoral polices by integrating them into their spatial context 
and looking at how they interact. The other entails devising a framework for spatial 
integration which takes account of the various levels of political and spatial organisation in 
Europe.The structure of the E.S.D.P. reflects this view. 
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Part 4 . .  

Who will do what 
within the Member States? 
in the co-operation projects? 
at the Community level? 

implementation mechanisms 

Part I1 “Spatial issues: the European dimension” looks at the forces driving the long- 
term spatial development of Europe and tries to identify the main strenghs and 
weaknesses and the h o s t  siznificant oppomnities and threats (SWOT analysis). The 
purpose is also to provide an assessment of the impact of Community policies, or at 
least those which are most significant from this point of view. Such an assessment 
attempts to establish the degree to which current Community policies are contributing 
to a balanced spatial development that also takes account of the territorial diversity of 
the Union. Only the first elements of the SWOT analysis and the assessment are 
provided: this work will be extended and refined in the fimre, in accordance with the 
methodology agreed by the Committee on Spatial Development, but not yet applied in 
the present document. 

Part 111 ‘‘Policy aims and options for the European territory” starts by selecting a limited 
number of policy objectives grouped according to the three fields of action defined at 
Leipzig, with each of these objectives giving rise to a short list of policy options. This is 
followed by a presentation of a framework for spatial integration for the implementation 
of these objectives. the matter has already been several times discussed 
within the Committee on Spatial Development, this framework now needs h r t h e r  
refinement. 

Although 



Part IV "Carrying out the European Spatial Development Perspective", at this point, 
can only be an initial approach, taking the  form of a call to discuss and pose questions, 
Spatial integration cannot be decided from above; to  do SO would be unacceptable and 
inefficient. Accordincly, - ideas on implementation should first of all be developed by 
those who will undertake i t ,  with reference to the framework proposed in part 1 1 1 . ~ .  
The task of this document is to give an initial impetus, promote debate and set O u t  

where and how experiments in co-operation can begin. AS i t  cannot anticipate the  
development of this approach, it  is essential for Pan  IV to remain as open as possible. 

I.F. PROMOTING CO-OPERATION 

The increasing relevance of the phenomena of interdependence, particularly between the 
various areas, the various sectoral policies and the various tiers of government, has been 
noted above. Greater recognition of this fact, one of the results expected from this 
document, implies there will be enhanced co-operation as a result. The recognition that the 
structure and use made of national territories are no longer solely determined by national 
policies, much less by a compartmentalised approach, makes it  essential to identify 
potential panners with whom this responsibility can be shared, to define the rules and 
arrangements for the partnership according to national specifxities and legislation, and to 
fix the scope for joint action. 

This approach, neither easy nor free from risk, is nonetheless essential. Territory becomes a 
common denominator, the subject for a new type of social contract. The development of 
co-operation then becomes a method of working as well as of acting. Since this is a 
comparatively new approach, i t  will have to be encouraged and assisted by means of 
incentives, experiments and exchanges of information. Partly because of its largely 
decentralised nature and panly because of its transnational dimension, it has the potential 
to influence institutional and organisational changes within European public 
administrations, at least as far as those having territorial responsibilities are concerned. 

This approach constitutes a hndamental aspect of the E.S.D.P. and provides in itself 
sufficient reason for this to require a wide-ranging debate across Europe. 
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PART I I  

I I .  SPATIAL ISSUES: THE EUROPEAN DIMENSION 

N.A. INTRODUCTION 

One of the essential messages emerging from Part I is that the locational pattern of 
activities and of land use within the individual Member States is being increasingly 
influenced by external developments, caused by economic, social, physical and other forces 
or by the impact of Community policies*. Member States and regions in organising their 
own territory according to their own policy guidelines, will have to identify, understand 
and take into consideration those spatial developments and issues whch extend beyond 
national borders and therefore possess or acquire a European dimension. The aim of Part 
11 is therefore to provide an overview of such developments and issues Europe-wide. 

In this overview, three elements are paramount. 

Firstly, European spatial issues are above all, but not solely, those that occur at the 
continental and transnational levels. They also include issues manifesting themselves at the 
regional or local levels at many different locations within the Union. The common interest 
provides the European dimension. The recognition of this European dimension does not in 
itself alter the distribution of existing competences and responsibilities between the 
different institutional partners. 

Secondly, the issues refer not only to problems and threats arising from certain weaknesses, 
but also to opportunities arising from certain strengths of the territory. 

Thirdly, a spatial approach is essentially a dynamic, forward-looking approach. The issues 
identified arise, therefore, mainly from emerging trehds and not solely from existing 
situations. 

The major sources are the many studies and analyses carried out by European, national and 
other institutions since 1990, particularly those arising from the "Europe 2000 +'I 

programmes, as well as the documents tabled by the successive Presidencies. 

I1.B. FUNDAMENTAL STARTING POINTS FOR A SPATIAL APPROACH 

To understand the major spatial issues in Europe, we have to understand a number of 
geographical characteristics of, and major trends within. the European territory 

It appears in particular, with regard to die reinforcement of EU's economic and social cohesion, dlat the 
Lnnuence of these developments on die lean favoured regous of the Uiuoii would certainly need to be further 
analysed to be better assessed. 
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IT.B.l. Basic Geogrnphicnl Characteristics o f  Eui-ope 

Fig II.1 illustrates some aspects of the unbalanced nature of the basic physical and human 
geography of the European Union. The shape alone, with its fragmented character due to  

mountains, peninsulas and islands, gives rise to an inherent centre-periphery dichotomy. In  
relation to its total surface, the EU-territory has a very long perimeter and relatively large 
tracts of outer areas, The long distances between the major outer projections of the EU 
territory are exacerbated by physical barriers of mountains or stretches of sea. At the same 
time, the geographical distribution of population and economic activities reinforces .these 
imbalances. 

Fig II. I :  ?he shop of the Etiropenr7 [err’itory 
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This basic geography means t h a t  75% of the EU may be classified as having coastal 
characteristics. The truly “continental” parts of the EU are relatively limited, in marked 
contrast to the geographically, economically and socially very different eastern part of the 
continent, with which the EU shares a long external land border. The striking climatic 
contrasts from North to South and the related diversity of landscape and natural vegetation 
add to the basic picture of Europe’s geography. Any spatial approach to policies at the 
European level must accept these ,oeographical “facts of life” of  o u r  continent 



II.B.2. Major Trends 

Three types of trends'will affect future spatial developments within Europe: 

0 major demographic trends and urban development 
0 typical characteristics and trends of the European economy 

longer term environmental trends. 

II. B. 2. a) Demographic trentls 

Three demographic trends will predominate in the Union in the following 20 to 30 years 

The first trend is the relatively low rate of population groivth of < 0.5 %. Southern 
European countries tend now to have a lower growth rate than Northern countries, notably 
because their fertility rates are lower. Overall, a shift from population growth to population 
decline could begin to appear around 2008 and would take place for most of Member 
States between 2025 and 2035. In general, a stronger population growth occurs in regions 
with a relatively high GDP per inhabitant and a low level of unemployment, reinforcing 
imbalance tendencies. There are however exceptions, as in the case of Italy, where the 
opposite is true. Population decline in Europe will pose new challenges, such as how to 
deal with the maintenance of a sufficient and adequate level of services at the regional and 
urban levels. It will, however, also present opportunities: in highly congested regions, for 
example, it can help to increase the quality of life and reduce environmental pressures. 

The second, related trend is the increase in the merrrge age of the populntion. This, 
together with social trends such as increasing divorce rates and a tendency for young 
people to live independently at an earlier age, has led to an increase and changes in the 
demand for housing in many Member States despite the low population growth, thereby 
reinforcing the urbanisation trend. 

The third trend is'the growing significance of migration in both populntion growth and 
distribution. In the context of the almost zero natural increase, international and regional 
migration has become an important population growth factor. In 1995, the contribution of 
international migration to population growth of the EU was close to 75%. In relative 
terns,  this amounts to only 0.3% of the total population, but it will delay the timing of 
population decline in most countries by some 10 to 20 years. Its main effect is, however, 
to reinforce the population growth in larger urban areas, where migrants tend strongly to 
settle, strengthening the existing trend in regional migration within the EU from less 
populated regions to more urbanised ones 
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The result of these trends is to reinforce already dominant urbanisation patterns in the near 
future. Many of the highly urbanised regions, especially in northwest Europe, will 
experience higher population growth rates resulting in higher regional population densities. 
At the other extreme, many regions with very low densities, particularly in the Iberian 
peninsula, France, eastern Germany and large pans of the Nordic countries, will continue 
to lose population i n  the immediate future.  Existing urbanised regions will enlarge their 
hnctional and geographical spheres of influence. Within these urbanised regions, however. 
a migration out of the cities towards the  surrounding areas can be observed throughout 
Europe. 

II. B. 2. b) Economic trends 

Fig 11.3 indicates the remaining regional divergence in  economic development within the 
EU, a situation which acts as a starting point for regional policies within the Community. 
However, other economic characteristics of the EU, reflecting more the organisation and 
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performance of the economy, also indicate trends that will influence new econolnic 
geographical patterns. The factors which are presented in more detail below are 
considered to be particularly significant. There are other factors which can also play a 
certain role: globalisation, new technological trends, the increasingly intangible character of 
the economy, and the impact of agreements reached in the confext of World Trade 
Organisation, for example. 

Fig II. 3: GDP per head by regioji (PPS) IQ93 



The distribution of larger, nicdiicnz nnd sinall enterprises is a first important factor EU’s 
economy and employment are increasingly dependent on small and medium sized 
enterprises (SME’s). Out of a total of 160 million working population in the EU, 101 
million are employed in a total of 16 million enterprises (excluding agriculture) The largest 
number of enterprises is to be found in Italy followed by Germany I n  Southern Europe 
very small enterprises (average 1.8 employees in Greece, 4.7 in Spain) dominate In 
Europe, 23% of all employment is concentrated in the very small enterprises (1 -10  
workers), against 12 YO in the USA and only 7% in Japan. Research suggests that although 
birth rates of enterprises in the USA are higher than in Europe, the survival of existing 
firms is much more favourable in Europe than in the USA. The main advantage of S E s  
compared with large enterprises is their flexibility, including their flexibility to locate in a 
certain area (once located, however, the flexibility to move is no longer as high) This 
provides a favourable starting point for policies aimed at more spatial balance, Large 
enterprises are primarily found in the main manufacturing areas and the major and capital 
cities of Europe, often in areas characterised by a more traditional economic stmcture and 
zero or negative employment growth. While these enterprises are important regional 
economic factors, they cannot be relied upon to provide many new jobs in the future. 

The second important economic trend is the intcrnationalisntion of trndc within Europe. 
Some 60% of the value of Member States’ international exports take place within the EU, 
largely between neighbouring regions. Owing to the single market, intra-EU trade is 
growing faster than trade with other parts of the world, certain regions profiting more than 
others from these trends. A substantial share of this trade represents intra-company flows, 
caused by the interrelated trends of specialisation, economic networking between 
companies, geographical division of labour and larger geographic markets. New and 
complex trade patterns, networking, partnership relations, logistical concepts and 
decreasing transport costs per unit of production are mirrored in increasingly complex, 
intensive and dispersed transport patterns in Europe, still favouring freight transport by 
road. These are of fundamental significance to the h ture  organisation of the European 
territory and need to be thoroughly assessed. 

Thirdly, any analysis of spatial issues has to be aware of the potential impact of the 
introduction of the EMU nnd the process of further economic lihertrlisntion. Some 
experts argue that the monetary harmonisation will increase ‘policy competition’ within the 
Union, inspired by the desire to create new comparative advantages in order to attract 
investment. Thus, there are risks of fbrther dualisation of EU territory, and of an increased 
marginalisation of certain areas that are less well-prepared for this enhanced competition 

The fourth economic development of major spatial importance is the impact of nmu 
comnzunicntion tcclznologics. While these can potentially reinforce urban concentration 
tendencies, they also offer possibilities to assist the development in the less accessible areas 
of the Union. They provide new location possibilities at all geographical scales, from local 
to European. Their spatial impact could therefore be potentially enormous, bu t  at present 
insufficient information is available to make an  assessment. 

A11 these economic forces have the potential to direct developments towards a greater 
imbalance of the European territory. This is an important focus for the present analysis of 
spatial issues, with a view to understand these trends and exploit the opportunities they 
may offer for the benefit of Europe’s territory. 
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The third major group of trends underlying the spatial development of the Union relates to 
the environment. Past and present policies have been directed at copins with environmental 
problems, but have not yet removed or reduced them sufficiently. Take a number of major 
environmental issues: 

0 Waste reduction and management: Europe and the other OECD counrries account 
for 70% of the world's industrial waste, with an increasing amount hazardous. Landfill 
sites are still used for dumping. Only 10% of household waste is recycled, and such 
efforts are offset by increased production. The 200.000 ha. of derelict industrial land in 
greater Europe will cost 100 billion ECU to clear up. 
CIimate change: Europe still accounts for 25% of the CO2 and methane emissions 
from human activities world-wide. Without hrther reduction, ,olobal warming, sea level 
rise, more flooding, loss of ecosystems and habitats will continue. 
Loss of biodiversity: habitats and their associated fauna, in particular the wlnerzble 
bogs, fens, marshes and other wetlands will continue to disappear. 
Acidification and  pesticides: Europe accounts for 25 % of the global SOz and N 
emissions (acid depositions) and ammonia emissions from agriculture still exceed critical 
loads in 60% of the EU. .One thousand types of pesticides continue to pollute surface 
and groundwater, reduce biodiversity and enter the food chain. 

Freshwater management: Water withdrawal for industrial uses has become stable, but 
for agricultural and domestic use i t  is increasing, leading to scarcity problems. 
Eutrophication of surface water continues throughout the EU.  h'itrate concentration in 
freshwater continues to increase, especially in ground water from which two-thirds of 
the population in Europe gets its water. Urban drinking water supply is still generally 
inefficient. 
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Forest degradat ion:  The consumption of wood has been exceeding wood produc[ion 
by 10% since 1965. Forests now cover 33% of the land area of the EU. but a quaner of 
the trees in Europe are affected by fungi, weather. insects, air pollution and forest fires. 

In the face of such environmental issues, the hndamental question is how to develop more 
structural policies to tackle them at the source. If this is ultimately the only solution, then 
such a longer-term, structural approach would become a major driving force in the fUnher 
development of the European territory, as spatial policies would play a central role in 
implementing this new approach. Greater environmental C O S ~ S  in transpor?, water supply, 
waste disposal .would bring about imporrant new locational patterns of activities at a]] 
geographical levels. 

I1.C. SPATIAL ISSUES OF EUROPEAN SIGNIFICANCE 

A number of specific issues of European significance will determine the potential spatial 
development of our continent. In  the h ture ,  any attempt to guide this development in a 
positive direction needs to be aware of these issues. 

n.C.1. Changes in urban  s t ruc tures  

The European Union is part of a highly urbanised continent. The era of national 
development has left a strong basic urban structure with global metropolises, and a 
relatively large number of major cities spread across the continent and linked to many 
towns which, compared with other continents, are relatively close to each other. 

The rapidity of technological. political, social and economic change is bringing about a 
change of orientation in the hierarchical functional relationships of this urban system. 
Whereas these relationships have been the result of the development of national territories, 
they are now adapting to the new more competitive demands and challenges of the 
European Territory, the opening u p  of middle and eastern Europe and t o ,  globalisation. 
Barcelona was a major regional centre in Spain; it  is now an emerging metropolis in 
southern Europe. Lille was a regional centre in the periphery of France; it  is now emerging 
as a major node in the development corridor between the British Isles and continental 
Europe. London and Paris are no longer just national capitals. but represent Europe as 
global cities. Berlin is being transformed from a divided, isolated city to a major capital 
and gateway between central and eastern Europe. 

Cities and towns are having to adapt to their new relative locations and to their new 
positions in the European urban hierarchy. For some, the change is more radical than 
others; some are adapting faster than  others; some are facing new disadvantages, some 
new opportunities. Altogether, this is a major spatial issue, which manifests itself in a 
number of potential opponunities and threats. 
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New functional networks of towns and cities. geogaphically close or distant from each 
other, are beginning to emerge. 

Lqthin certain densely populated regions, towns and cities are co-operatins more than  
those in less densely populated areas by, for example, developing different specialist 
functions. In regions with a balanced urban system and a strong level of spatial cohesion, 
such co-operating clusters of towns can provide a good opportunity for sound regional 
development in the h ture ,  as they enlarge the general service level and business conditions 
of the region as a whole. In more polarised regions, .of the ‘Parisian’ type, imbalances 
between a central major metropolitan area and the surrounding towns and sertlemenrs are 
making the emersence of networks of co-operation more difficult. There are also clusters 
in cross-border regions. There, however, the spatial integration is lacking. Even if there is 
a need and a willingness to co-operate, the administrative conditions for developing such 
geogaphically closely-knit networks are still difficult. However, initiatives such as Saar- 
Lor-Lux (Saarbriicken, Luxembourg. Metz) are showing that this approach is possible and 
brings opportunities to achieve benefits for all. 

In  more thinly populated regions. the potential for developing co-operative regional 
clusters of towns is more limited because of the distances between them. However, 
networks of co-operation could still help ensure that such areas attract the. optimum 
amount of economic activity possible. I n  the face of global competition, networks are also 
beginning to emerge at the transnational and continental level, but are as yet limited mostly 
t o  the exchange of experience, without any real regional, strategic development dimension. 
The development of such a dimension at the continental level could assist in enhancing the 
global competitiveness of Europe, and at the transnational level could help improve the 
development potential of the towns and regions involved. 

11. C 1. b) Cltnnging urhnir ccotiomic opporrunifics 

The Single Market, the opening up of middle and eastern Europe, the population ahd 
political pressures of the external Maghreb and Balkan areas, the fbrther liberalisation of 
trade and traffic, the globalisation of the economy, rapid technological change are all major 
factors creating new economic opportunities for many of Europe’s towns and cities. An 
overview on the basis of the classification of cities made in the E.S.D.P. scenarios at 
Strasbourg suzsests three broad categories (the reality is of course more subtle and 
divers e). 

Urban areas of international level will accumulate international and other hnctions, have 
a good competitive basis, but will have to deal with congestion: 

‘global cifics’ - London, Paris, possibly Berlin and  one or two others - will continue to 
attract high-level functions such as multinational headquaners, international financial 
institutions and other commercial services 
‘mctropolifatr regioiis’ - such as the Randstad, the so-called “Flemish Diamond” and 
Belgian central urban network, Rhein-Ruhr, Rhein-Main, Hamburg, West-Midlands 
(U.K.) - are reinforcing their international position by developing complementary 
specialisations in  the different centres of the agglomeration and investing in overcoming 
the handicap of their industrial past 
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‘copiinl ci/jp.y’. mOSt have potential on the i r  on‘n (especially capitals like Copenhagenx 
Stockholm, Lisbon, Helsinki. Madrid, Rolne). Some are facing specific challenzes 
associated with their hnction as gateways to the EU (Venna, Helsinki) 

c 

The cities and towns at nation.?] level Constitute a diverse category 
relatively sound base, others are facing difficulties such as: 
0 

Some have a 

‘pcrpheml cities rvirh CI w n k e r  1//*ba/l jlitrciioit ’. which could risk having fewer 
development opportunities owing to long distances. dependency on traditional activities, 
declining population, severe climatic conditions, etc. There is nevertheless no 
determinism in such trends, and cities such as Bari, Oporto, Valencia, Rennes, Seville, 
Edinburgh have developed innovative development stratezies and are proving that the 
efFects of inherent structural constraints can be limited 
‘older iiidirstrinl cities’, which have the potential to develop new economies, but where 
much will depend on their new relative location especially with regard to the economic 
core area. 

The economic performance of cities and towns at regional level depends a lot on their 
location: 
0 ‘regio~nl IL‘wI  ciiies itt [he core men‘ will have generally good growth potential, 

especially in service sectors 
‘rcgioiinl I P W I  ciijcs 0111side [he core aim h.ill be dependent on their location; some 
will benefit from their location on a development corridor or from an attractive 
hint er1 and (To u 1 o u s e, Gre n o b 1 e, Sa Izb u rg ) 

0 nicdiiini-si:eJ cifies ill y idoni i im~fly  r.~it.nl regiotis* where much wil I depend on their 
location, can benefit from their natural surroundings as there is an increasing 
consciousness of the benefits that a high quality rural environment can provide. , 

Although these seneralisations give a broad picture of the changing opportunities, almost 
every individual town and city will have to assess its own potential and adapt its 
development strategy in the light of its own territorial circumstances. The central common 
issue here is tha t  circumstances call for towns and  cities tp adopt a new dynamism for 
developing their potential, that competition for mobile investment between cities is 
tougher, that not every town or city will find its new situation as advantageous as the old 
and that the European territory is not a level playing field. Many older industrial cities will 
have to continue with a long process of reconversion and diversification; other towns and 
cities will continue to be too dependent on one major activity such as public administration, 
tourism or seapon hnctions ; many towns in rural areas will continue to find i t  difficult to 
attract sufficient economic activity. B u t  there are strong cities in the more peripheral areas 
that have the capacity to attract enough mobile investment for themselves and their 
surrounding rezions. Those with specific hnctions. such as ‘gateway’ cities, have 
important new opportunities. Cities that find themselves in new dynamic positions can 
exploit those positions to reinforce the competitive position of Europe in the world. 

II. C I.c) Continuing urhnn sp ra l v l  

Europeans need more space. The consumption of land per capita is rising. fewer 
inhabitants per house, so more houses; more mobility, so more infrastructure; more wealth, 
so more property. At the periphery of towns, land prices are lower, residence is more 
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pleasant and accessibility by road from residential areas and to other towns is betre; 
W a g e s ,  towns and cities therefore continue to expand, ofren relatively uncontrolied. This 
urban sprawl increases the costs of urban infrastructure, traffic in urban  areas, and  enerc\, 
consumption, and has negative efiects on the quality of t h e  countyside and t h e  
environment. It goes totally against the concept of the sustainable city 

The problem of urban sprawl is faced by the majority of urban areas in Europe, I f  structural 
solutions for dealing with hndamental environmental problems are to be found (see 
Section II.B.2), it is an issue that needs to be faced. In  a number of areas within the Union, 
especially where land is relatively ‘scarce, urban planning measures have been taken - the 
‘compact city‘, the recycling of previously developed land, and a “target group” approach 
to new housing development in inner city areas. Such experience can be the source of ideas 
to  other authorities and provide them with new opportunities for action. 

II. C 1.~0 Incrcnsittg sociril scgrcgution in cities 

Another concern shared by almost all major European towns and cities is the  increasing 
trend towards social segregation. This is on the one hand the result of “push”  phenomena: 
the cities have become congested, polluted, dangerous, less suitable for bringing u p  
children, and peri-urban areas offer a better residential quality at sometimes cheaper 
prices. Middle and higher income families move out, followed by retail and  other 
businesses. On the other -hand, there is the ‘‘pull” factor. Recent years have seen a 
significant increase in immigration from third world and eastern European countries into 
the majority of Member States. These immigrants are drawn into the most derelict inner 
city areas or extensive peripheral estates. The cultural and ethnic divide tends then to 
accelerate the social segregation tendency, the urban fabric loses its cohesion and problems 
such as criminality spill over into the city as a whole with possible effects on its general 
attractiveness for investors. 

This issue is imponant not only because it  is widespread across Europe: i t  also underlines 
the social dimension of the urban sustainability concept. Sustainable urban development is 
a multisectoral concept, with envkonmental, economic and social dimensions. Social 
segregation issues, exacerbated by the high rate of long-term unemployment in  many cities, 
points to the imponance of achieving social cohesion in  the stable, long-term development 
of urban Europe. 

II. C1.c) Innrlcquutc intprovctttc1tt in rlrc qunlity of tlic urhnn cnvironn1cnt 

Trends relating to the last of the conditions for a sustainable urban development - a good 
quality urban environment - are generally not panicularly favourable in Europe’s towns and 
cities. Despite a variety of measures undenaken in all major urban areas, where the main 
environmental problems of noise, air pollution, water pollution, trafiic congestion. waste 
production, water consumption are not still actually increasing, they are generally not 
decreasing sufficiently to ensure longer-term sustainable urban development. The negative 
efiects of these trends are not restricted to the  quality of life and human health, but  can also 
be economic, in that they reduce mobile investment levels. employment opponunities and  
municipal financial resources. 



1I.C.Z. T h e  chnilging role and function of  rurnl nrens  

For almost forty years, the development of rural areas in the E U  has been strongly 
influenced by the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP). The gradual but  constant reform 
from a purely agricultural policy to a more integrated policy for the rural areas that the 
C A P  is undergoing, and will continue to undergo in one way or other in the fo:eseeab]e 
future, is a significant indication of a quite fundamental change in the hnction of rural 
areas in Europe. The era of a heavily monosectoral approach is unavoidably coming to a 
close, however long that process takes. The problems and opportunities in the rural areas 
(some 80% of the EU territory) can only be dealt with and exploited effectively in a 
mu 1 t isect o ral, integrated way. 

Two major spatial issues can be distinguished: the increasing interdependence between 
urban and rural areas, and the general shifts in agriculture as the economic base of rural 
areas themselves. 

II. C 2. n) Incrcrisilrg intcrrlcpcndcncc ivirli itrhnti nrcrrs 

The future of rural areas is becoming increasingly dependent on the development of their 
urban settlements. This rural-urban relationship is not the  same in densely populated areas 
and in sparsely populated ones. I n  densely populated areas, continuing urbanisation takes 

.up more countryside. In  places, rural areas are so urbanised that it is difficult to classiiy 
them as rural. Pollution of water and soil is widespread. Urbanisation and infrastructure 
lead to the fragmentation of open areas and the consequent irreversible loss of the rural 
character. Typical rural functions, such as extensive agriculture, forestry, nature 
conservation and development are all dependent on a high degree of continuous open 
countryside. The threat of. fragmentation and the need to retain continuous open 
countryside are imponant issues in densely populated rural areas, in  which spatial planning 
has  a Significant role to play in achieving a balance between urbanisation and open 
countryside. While many towns and cities impose pressures on their rural hinterland, they 
also benefit economically and socially from its attractiveness. Their economies are usually 
strongly interwoven. Recreation and leisure facilities in the rural areas for the urban  
populations offer good development opportunities. 

Extensive, less densely populated, rural areas are better placed to retain their rural 
character. In some instances, the natural  and cultural heritage can be used as the basis for 
tourist development. I t  is essential that  new development respect this heritage. Rural 
tourism, with a share of 14.4% of the European market in 1992. is expected to grow. This 
development also has a positive effect on the economies of the towns in these areas. The 
changing European agricultural economy also has a marked influence on the smaller rural 
settlements, which are undergoing a process of dynamic transition. I n  general, the 
economic thresholds for maintaining service levels, such as commercial services. education. 
etc. are increasing, and this is creating considerable difriculties for some settlements 

II.C2.b) Sliifrs in ngriculturc (IS tlic cconotitic base of rurnl nrcns 

The gradual reform of European agriculture in the face of liberalisation. public spending cuts 
and environmental considerations will continue. Its leading position as the drivinz force for the 
resonal development of rural areas will continue in many, but not all, parts of Europe. I n  



c e R m  parts of the Black Forest or the Pyrenees, for esample, nature and tourism are a]read\f 
the doriinant activities. According to some estimates, between 20% and 80% of ag"cujrura/ 
land could be taken out of agricultural production. This major shift in the economic base of 
rural a r e a  has a number of facets. 

Some areas can remain competjrive under these changed condirions, usually throuch the 
increased itzicnsificnrion of agiculture. These areas have to deal with cenain forms of 
over-pressure. The intensification is supponed by production techniques, which lead, in 
extreme form, to an agriculture more conditioned by logistics, technical circumstances and 
knowledge than the natural environment. Their productivity can compete at similar levels 
to other urban hnctions. Where intensification is less extreme but still competitive, 
increased mechanisation leads t o  enlargement of scale, less employment and uniformisation 
of rural landscapes. 

I 

Other areas have some problems in coping with the competition and look for a 
n'iwrsifcnfion of the economic basis by developing alternative activiries such as various 
types of forestry and rural tourism. Ayiculture, landscape, the natural environmeni and 
tourism are interrelated and interdependent. As a consequence, diversification tends to be 
found in those rural areas with the right environmental conditions and artractive 
landscapes; and located not too far from population concentrations as. for example, in the 
south of  Germany, the centre of France and many areas in southern Europe. Another long- 
standing example of  successful rural diversification is provided by crofting in the Highlands 
and Islands of Scotland. 

. 

The third way in which rural areas react to shifis in agriculture is cwmsrj7cation. This 
tends to  occur in remoter areas and it can lead eventually, through a process of less 
intensive use, to set aside or even total abandonment. 

jlfnrginnlisntior? occurs when farmin; ceases ro be viable under an existing land use and 
socio-economic structure. The efiects of  marginalisation can be positive as well as 
negative. Positive, if environmental and landscape conditions improve or there are new 
opportunities for forestry or other land uses; nezative, if there is a steady exodus of 
workers. from the agricultural sector and the total abandonment of businesses. Parts of 
Spain, Portugal, the United Kingdom, Finland, Ireland, Italy and the south of France are 
tending in this direction. 

Such changes in agriculture as the economic base o f  the rural areas underline the trend 
towards less uniform conditions and provide, perhaps, more opportunities than threats. 
Intensification opens perspectives for investment, research on ecological conditions and 
space for other activities. Diversification can lead to incomes that are less dependent on 
subsidies and open new perspectives for nature and landscape protection and development, 
and for rural tourism. Marginalisation and exiensification may, in some cases. improve the 
prospects for nature protection and afforestation. 
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S.W.O.T. ANALYSIS: URBAN STRUCTURES 
.S?RE\TTTS I OI'PORTI'SITIES 

Ernerguncc of  urban :IUS~CK in regions \ r i th  high 
spalial cohcrcnce 

Ernngcnce of n e t u o b  of citics at the cotitiiicnbl. 
trurm;ltiorul or regional levcls (but at an embn.oni: 
mgc. lirniicd to csohanga of cspcrimce and widiuut J": 
real m t s g i c  ditncncion). 

Regions witli a relatively balancsd u rbm s)%an. 

world-uidc influeiice of cotiipctiiive global citiL%. sue11 
Y London and Paris. 

S.W.O.T. ANALYSIS: RURAL AREAS 
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II.C.3. Changes i t ]  trnnsport, comniunication and l i no \ \  ledge 

The pattern, form and use of infrastructure are major determinants of the organisation of 
level 

the legacy of many decades of nationally-orientated infrastructure development is s t i l ;  
evident within the EU. The h n h e r  evolution of Community transpon and infrastructure 
policies and levels of co-operation between the Member States towards a more liberalised, 
efficient, environmentaily-friendly, cohesive and efficiently operating European transpon 
and communication infrastructure will therefore continue. At the same time, advances in  
transport, trafic and communication technology (telecommunication, high-speed rail links) 
are rapid, environmental demands can only become stricter, and the opening u p  of trade 
with middle and'eastern Europe is generating new transport flows. 

All these factors together mean that these major determinants of territorial or, manisat ion 
wiii undergo continuous and rapid changes in the years to come. I t  is not only new 
physical infrastructure that will bring about the greatest changes, but  the ways in  which 
that infrastructure is used. I n  addition, telecommunication technology can potentially lead 
to important changes in the locational structures and patterns of activities The spatial 
issues arising from these developments create both opponunities and threats 

the European territory. Despite significant advances in recent years at Community I 

II. C3. n) Rctnninitlg border iticonsistctlcics 

Although the Single hlarket and Community transpon policies have reduced considerably 
the impact of national borders on the infrastructure network, their presence is still very 
evident in terms of weak or missing physical and service links. Even technical differences 
still remain between the national railway systems. Railway services are still usually not 
operated as a 'normal' economic activity to be governed by economic principles. Funher 
deregulation, technical standardisation of systems and competitive pricing within the EU 
will continue to take place as these are prerequisites for the development of cohesive 
transnational railway networks. Cross-border bottlenecks are also to be found on the 
waterways. h y  improvement in the integration of inland waterways into multi-modal 
transpon will involve considerable investment. ! There are also many differences in trans- 
shipment t'echnolo,y between the  Member States, that remain a major obstacle to the 
development of combined freight transpon. I n  summary, much remains to be done before 
Europe has a f i~ l ly  cohesive operating network of infrastructure. 

A major spatial issue is the continuing increase in freight and passenger traffic. I n  1990, 
t he  intra-EU-12 trade amounted to a total of some 8,000 million tonnes of goods. With 
the enlargement of 1994, the  completion of the Single Market and the opening u p  of 
middle and eastern Europe since then, this figure is now considerably higher. Although 
transport volumes wi th in  countries are still far greater than between countries, the share of 
international transport is growing ar a more rapid pace. As most transpon still only covers 
short distances, road transpon is by far the most imponant mode. The longer the distance 
10 be covered, the more other modes of transport become competitive alternatives. 

It is unlikely that transport patterns will change very much, but the total volume will 
continue to grow. .Among the consequences of  this  growth are increasins congestion and 



time loss, the pressure to build more infrzsrructure. coz and  h’o, emissions, the 
fragmentation of landscapes, higher noise levels and  other environmental problems. I n  the 
face of these environmental and economic impacts, the  question is. how do we deal with 
this increase ? Since the answer cannot be to  continue to build more infrastructure in 
increasingly congested regions, there are two basic ways which must be explored instead, 

to reduce the rate of growth, especially by reflecting the environmental costs of 
transport properly in prices, 
to encourage a more balanced distribution of economic activities across the European 
territory. 

If such strategic, structural solutions are attempted, the lonzer-term spatial consequences 
will be quite considerable. 

II. C 3. c) Incrcnsitig congestion nnd hottlcricrks 

Increasing transport flows tend to occur in the congested parts of Europe. and compared 
with this rapid grouth over the past decade or so, there has been insuficient investment in 
infrastructure. A majority of countries have not invested enough in public transport to help 
absorb this growth, and the investments in rail have been disproportionately spent on high 
speed lines and technology. The result is many bottlenecks in European transport networks 
together with their negative economic and environmental consequences. For both short 
and long distance transport of freight and passengers. the main bottlenecks are in and 
around cities. 

The continued construction of more motorways cannot be the only answer to congestion 
problems, especially in the densely populated pans of Europe. Roads and motorways 
contribute t o  a dispersion of land use and ultimately to hrther congestion. A rail-based 
infrastrutture can lead to concentration around stations, where i t  is possible to 
accommodate certain land uses at higher densities without severe congestion. The transfer 
from cars towards rail therefore provides opportunities to enhance the development of 
congested areas. The impulses given to railway systems will likewise cause a new 
concentration movement. The introduction of a more rail-based infrastructure will 
therefore have considerable spatial consequences. 

II. C3. r l )  Uncim ncccssihilit), tlirouglioui Europe 

Many regions are endowed with good primary and secondary infrastructure. Their good 
accessibility improves not only their  own competitive position bu t  also the competitiveness 
of Europe as a whole. However, accessibility in other parts of Europe is poor, making 
these areas less attractive to investment. Given the chzracteristics of Europe’s Seography, 
peripheral, and especially ultra-peripheral, regions suffer particularly in this regard. An 
integrated accessibility analysis, based on the I995 level of infrastructure plus trans- 
European networks planned for 2010, concluded that between 60 O/O and 70% of the EU 
territory has a below average accessibiiiry index. 
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Finland, Sweden, parts of the United Kingdom, Ireland, Portugal, most of Spain, southern 
Italy, Greece and parts of Austria and Germany, in addition, of course, to the islands, fall 
into this category. Fig 11.7 shows the accessibility disparities at the continental level. 

The trans-European networks (TENS) were instigated to help deal, inter alia, with this 
accessibility problem at the European level. Already progress has been made in opening u p  
more peripheral and less accessible regions, a demonstration of the key role that TENS play 
in the development of broader spatial policies at the European level. 

The opening u p  of Eastern Europe will give the present eastern periphery of the EU a 
relatively more central position. However, the infrastructural networks there, with the 
exception of the rapid improvements taking place within Germany, still reflect the old 
political divisions in  Europe Above all, there is still a lack of adequate infrastructure 
connecting cities and towns along this periphery New trade opportunities will doubtless 
open u p  these eastern areas A similar situation in both the Atlantic and the Mediterranean 
h m s  does not, however, present the same opponunities as the present easter; EU border 
area 



' Accessibility is not solely an i sde  at the continental level. Within the less accessible areas, 
the level of accessibility also varies considerably. Larger cities, linked to more than one 
international network - airports, ports, HST-railway stations - are more advantageously 
placed than small- and medium sized cities in these areas. Connections between the larger 
and the lower level towns are therefore extremely important in reducing accessibility 
disparities. The same sees for t h e  central areas in Europe, which will also have to ensure 
there is a good secondary network that compleinents the trans-European networks being 
constructed. An important issue here, again, is the increasing congestion which is reducing 
the accessibility of areas which are comparatively well-endowed with infrastructure. 
Improvement in national and secondary networks is a prerequisite for the achievement of 
better accessibility in  the areas concerned 
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The improvement of accessibility in  peripheral or less accessible areas is an iinportant 
condition, but does not, in itself, guarantee hrther economic development in  these areas 
Relative isolation has often meant that regional economies in less-favoured areas have been 
able to survive. Better accessibility across the borders will increase the hinterlands of the 
economically stronger areas. This could give rise to what may be called a “pump effect”. 
new infrastructure in less favoured areas facilitates the exploitation of their indigenous 
resources by distant stronger regions. The newly accessible economies will have to 
compete against the large firms and the competitive services in these economically 
stronger areas. Competition could benefit the stronger regions more than  the newly 
accessible weaker ones. Any improvement of accessibility must therefore be accompanied 
by upgrading and / or specialisation of the production environment in order to capitalise on 
the positive economic effects of better accessibility. 

II. C3. e) Concentration trends nnrl emerging cfeidoprticnr corridors 

An important spatial issue is the continuing trend towards the further concentration of 
transport and economic activities. Large networks bring the danger of reinforcing the 
spatial concentration, since high speed links form a much larger mesh t h a n  conventional 
ones. They can create the “tunnel effect” and investors may be discouraged to  settle in 
areas poorly linked to major networks. On the ground, this is reflected in the emergence of 
development corridors, characterised by intensive transport. flows and a very dynamic 
pattern of location of economic activities. These corridors, which are developing 
particularly in relatively urbanised areas, are often transnational or cross-border, and 
therefore require an integrated spatial planning approach that also goes beyond solely 
national policies. The concentration trend is also evident in air transport. The connections 
to other continents is very much concentrated in the central areas of the EU. Liberalisation 8 

seems to be leading to a hrther increase in the concentration of scheduled intercontinental 
flights in northwest European hub  airports, even though air congestion in  this part of : 

Europe is already very high. 

Europe has many seaports located in its four maritime basins. Some ports have developed 
very strongly because of their favourable geographic location in relation to the hinterland 
and their better competitive position. There is a concentration of large seaports in 
northwest Europe which account for Europe’s main intercontinental maritime links The 
hinterlands of these.ports cover practically the  whole of the European territory and overlap 
considerably. These ports are in strong competition with each other and are constantly 
working to improve their individual positions. The main issue is how to develop a degree 
of complementarity between these ports especially with a view to a spatially and 
environmentally eficient use of the available multi-modal hinterland connections Many 
Atlantic and Mediterranean seaports are lacking geographical competitive advantages to 
develop into intercontinental transport nodes with a high degree of multi-modal hinterland 
transport. They play, however, an important role in their regional economies and many of 
them can improve their potential as European short sea shipping port. The establishment of 
a coherent European seaport network is indispensable Therefore, the coinpetitive position 
and supplemetary role of gates to Europe of many  seaports can and should be reinforced, 
so that they can serve as poles of economic dynainisrn for their hinterlands and contribute 
to the necessary growth of short sea shipping throughout the whole continent 
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II. C 3.~9 Trends toivnrtls a niore efficiently itsctl nnd eii~~irontiicntnlly-fricnllly transport 
systcnz 

With increasing transport flows and continuing concentration and congestion in Europe, 
the more efficient and environmentally-friendly use of the transport system would seem 
imperative. This general aim would have to be achieved without disadvantaging the 
competitiveness of Europe as a whole. One possibility is the fbrther development of multi- 
modal transport, combining sedroad, ship/pipeline, aidrail? etc. I t  is applicable to both 
freight and passengers. At present, the potential development of combined transport for 
freight is limited: under current market conditions, i t  is not competitive with road 
transport, except for crossing natural barriers such as the Irish, Ionic and Baltic Seas and 
the Alps, and in areas with few roads such as Northern Scandinavia. Short-sea shipping to 
relieve consested land routes is insuficiently developed 

For passenger travel, conditions and present trends are more favourable, especially for 
combining air travel and high speed trains. There is a relatively high amount of short haul 
air travel in Europe, consuming a disproportionate amount of energy per passenger 
kilometre. 
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For example, 60% of flights in and Out  of Amsterdam are for distances less than 800 km 
High-speed trains are already replacing short-haul European connections such as Paris- 
London. This trend will continue as HST links are completed. The main environmental 
disadvantases of the high speed train - fragmentation of the countryside and noise 
pollution in densely populated areas - emerge especially with the construction of new high 
speed tracks. However, train technology makes it possible to increase speeds considerably 
on existing tracks. If present train speeds could increase by 30% and a train travel time 
50% greater than air travel time were acceptable to travellers, more than 50 European city 
pairs could be served by higher speed train links. 

Such combined strategies would also relieve airports suffering from a lack of capacity in  
the air and on the ground. Enlargement of airport facilities, with all the spatial and 
environmental problems resulting from their proximity to major cities, need then not be SO 
radical. It must be acknowledged, however, that even at more than 500 kilometres per 
hour, it is a long journey from Oporto or Athens to European core areas. A combination of 
high speed rail links and a selected number of air transport links is the only solution to 
improving the accessibility of the remote regions in Europe. 

At the local and regional levels, especially in and near larger urban areas and more densely 
populated regions, congestion and air and noise pollution have led to the general 
recognition that public transport has to be encouraged and the.use of the private car 
discouraged. Measures such as road pricing, restrictive parking policies, fiscal measures or 
technical measures are slowly being implemented in different parts of Europe. A location 
policy that encourages the establishment of large ofices close to nodes of urban transport 
and the planning of new residential areas around an adequate public transpon network is 
necessary to reduce car dependency in the longer term. This is an important issue of 
common interest to many local authorities in all Member States. In  more sparsely 
populated areas, where demand is low and distances long, road transport is essential to 
maintain sufficient levels of population and services. 

II. C3.J Disjiwitics in the rlvfmion of i n n o i d o n  ( i t i d  knowledge 

A phenomenon of potentially enormous but as yet quite unknown spatial impact is the 
growth of telecommunications and computerised information networks and technology. 
The combination of these technologies with new radio and television technologies (cable) 
and policies (liberalisation) offers new potential services such as tele-education, tele- 
medicine, tele-working, tele-conferencing and ‘electronic market places’ that could 
theoretically increase a more foot-loose locational behaviour of people and enterprises. 
The resultant opportunities for the development of more remote areas may be very 
significant. The development of these ‘infostmctures’ and telecommunication on a 
Community-wide scale is potentially an important force for closer integration and 
European competitiveness and growth. 

However, there is a double danger. Firstly. there are market tendencies which lead more 
developed regions to benefit more from this ‘infostmcture’ revolution Actual investments 
in telecommunications and information structures tend to concentrate in specific urban 
areas. Secondly, Europe itself on the world stage is not exactly the global focus of 
development in this field compared with its major competitors. The spatial impacts of these 
infostmctures is not fully understood: i t  would seem that they will supplement conventional 
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infrastructures rather than replace them They can potentially supporr and reinforce each 
other. Regions that have both excellent access to infostmcture and ‘traditional’ 
infrastructure networks are thus at a considerable advantage and may develop as 
“innovation islands”. Despite considerable progress (see box), developmenrs have been 
slower in the Cohesion countries than in more competitive pans of Europe Resions with 
an unsatisfactory access to information and knowledge may have problems in maintaining a 
minimum standard of living because of a loss of population, and particularly a ‘brain drain’ 
of higher educated people to regions with better access. 

1 Esamde 

In all regions of the four cohesiol; couilries (Gretxs, Lrcland, Portugal, and Spain) major iii\eitiiieiit has gone 
into telecoinmuniation systans. installing digital e s c h a n p  a i d  librc optic links and this is reducing disparities 
in provisioii significantly. By 1999 tlie nunbcr of lines pcr 100 idiahitaiits is espccicd tot r i x  to 56 in Grstse 
(fiom 33 in 1987). 38 in Spain (25) a i d  47 in Portugal (16). The proportion ot’iiiaiii lines co~~nec ted  to 
digital eschniiga is bciiig incrrastul ancl i t  is projected (in tlie (’oiresio/t Rcporl 1396) ilia[ b\. I990 rates 
ofdigitaliution o ill have reached 80% in Grcece, 65% i n  Sp in ,  100% i n  Irclaiid, and 75% iii Ponuyal. 
Substantial reductions in call failure rates. repair times and \vaiting lists are occurring as a rcsult. 111 Cireece 
waiting times for iic\v connections have b w i  rtduced from 700 days in 19SX to .i.iO tIa!.s in I993 and i n  Ponugal 
from 330 to 120 h y s .  By 1999. thcy should 1’311 to ouly 7 and 30 days, respectively. By 1939. a substaiitial 
proportion of the regions in  these countries \sill have cllicisiit s!*stcms, althouy1i organisational iIiiproveineiits liia!. 
be needed to ensure that the benefits of the invts[iiieiit Iced through into more competitive call charges 

The prospective enlarsement of the Union and the development of new partnerships to 
involve non-member countries also imply the growth of new competition between the 
European regions characterised by lower order economic hnctions and the new European 
partners. 

! 
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II.C.4. Continuing pressure o n  Europe's natural a n d  cultural heritage 

The fourth major area of spatial issues of a European dimension concerns the natural (flora 
and fauna, land and water) and cultural heritage. I n  general terms, the trends are not 
favourable. Increasing pressures on this heritage seem to outweigh the continuous progress 
in nature and heritage protection made over the last two or three decades in particular. 
Nevertheless, there are opportunities as well as threats. 

i 
II. C 4. U) Loss of hiorlisersiy nnrl nrrturnl nrcns 

Europe is characterised by a large natural diversity. There are 3 5  different potential natural 
vegetation types, related to a large variety of climates and soil types. I n  recent decades, 
increased public awareness of the value of this natural heritage has led many countries to 
develop policies to protect it  in one way or the other, for example by: 

legal protection status varying from small, strictly protected zones (usually in the more 
densely populated areas) to larger, less strictly protected areas, more integrated with 
other fbnctions in other less populated areas 

0 land purchase by subsidised non-governental organisations and governments 
0. subsidising private owners or setting rules for good practice. 

Common criteria for areas eligible for protection are their level of vulnerability to other 
land uses or activities, their uniqueness or rarity and their value in terms of biological 
information. These policies have led to the protection of extensive natural and landscape 
areas in Europe, representins a high degree of biodiversity. 

A significant,threat to this heritage is the spatial fragmentation of the protected zones. The 
effectiveness of nature conservation in protected areas is dependent on the appropriate 
management:of the surrounding areas. Only a broad spatial approach can reverse the loss 
of biodiversity and continuing reduction of Europe's natural heritage. 

II. C 4. b) Wnter resources: supply nnrl pollu?inn 

Pollution of both surface and  ground waters is a Europe-wide issue exrending across 
national borders. Community agriculture policies have led to ground water pollution 
problems. Pollution from industrial and domesric sources in particular has been reduced 
and some progress is being made on agricultural pollution. However, in certain areas 
pollution is still inhibiting usage of water for purposes such as drinking or recreation. 

The frequency of flooding in a number of European rivers, such as the Rhine, Meuse and 
PO, has increased in recent years. This has been caused by a number of factors, such as the 
canalisation of rivers, the use of retention areas in the flood plain for other purposes, and 
land use changes allowing faster r u n  off, Even in drier regions of Europe, where rainfall is 
more sporadic but heavy, flooding has increased, accounting, for example, for some 600 
MECU of damage a year in  Spain. Integrated water resource management of major river 
catchment areas is an important response t o  this problem. 

! 
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The quantity of water resources in Europe is uneven, but  even in Spain, for example, there 
are theoretically speaking suficient resources for its needs. The problem is spatial and 
seasonal distribution. I n  the South, the dry season is the season of highest demand, from 
tourism and from agriculture, but  even in the North, aquifers and ground water levels show 
a seasonal lack of capacity. With better water manaseinent there would seein little need for 
any redistribution efiorts at a European level, but if the situation becomes worse, it is 
always a h tu re  possibility. 

II. C 4. c) Contiiluing prc.y.yi/rc on ciiltrrrnl Iuntl.rcupcs 

The way in  which local and regional communities through the ceiituries have  deal; with 
their environmen: and cultivated the land, has resulted in a rizh diversity of characteristic 
landscapes. They are individ~ially inherent to the identiry o f  diferenL communities and  

and aesthetically but also econoinically iinportant. Cliaracterlstlc landscapes can be pari of  
the attractiveness of an aree for attracting new industry, for tocirisin and for other 

regions, whilst their diversity re-,resents E European cultura! heritage 7 I hey are  historically 
. .  
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economic investment. While the destruction of these landscapes is not welcomed, 
nevertheless this process is occurring gradually, and almost unnoticed, through the 
demands of modern agriculture for larger fields, fragmentation from infrastructure, 
deforestation, drainage and mass tourism. I t  is dificult to develop a specific protection 
policy for these landscapes, because it is the whole composition, not individual elements 
which provide the value. Landscapes are also inextricably linked to other land uses; they 
cannot be isolated. The only effective solution is a spatial planning capable of preventing 
conflicting land uses in landscapes of cultural importance. 

II. C 4 . 4  Increasing pressures on Ertropc’s c u h m l  lieritngc 

A similar issue concerns the cultural heritage. Again, this heritage is of enormous 
historical, aesthetic and economic value to local, regional and national communities; its 
diversity is of European importance, It relates to individual objects - monuments, 
buildings, bridges, archaeological sites etc. - and to townscapes, historical centres, villages 
and cultural patterns, The economic value, especially from tourism bu t  also through the 
general attractiveness of the town or city for investment, is more directly evident than is 
the case with the natural heritage. Urban tourism accounted for 28.3% of tourism i n  
Europe, and is expected to grow at a rate of 4.7%, which is considerably hisher than the 
traditional coastal and mountain tourism, estimated at 2.3% and 3 .WO respectively. 

This attractiveness is the foremost source of the pressures which can damage and destroy 
this heritage and kill the economic “goose that lays the golden egg”. For many historical 
towns, the aesthetic and economic value is such that old street patterns and historical 
buildings and sites are suficiently protected, but other areas of the town suffer under  the 
demand to exploit that value, The cultural heritage in  larger historic cities, such as Athens 
or Rome, is suffering from air pollution and acid rain through the effects of other city 
hnctions. Certain towns such as Venice, Florence and Bruges are so totally dominated by 
tourism that the carrying capacity for this one function is reaching its limits. Less historic 
and therefore less strictly protected bu t  nonetheless attractive townscapes are under 
pressure of property market speculation, !standardisation of buildings and faqades and the 
need for improved accessibility. 

Many conservation measures have been undertaken by the national and local authorities, 
but the pressures continue to increase. I n  most cases, an integrated multisectoral strategy is 
essential. One possibility would be for further European measures to take greater account 
of cultural assets in environmental impact assessments. 

t 
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I1.D. THE IMPACT OF COMMUNITY POLICIES ON THE EUROPEAN 
TERRITORY 

Community policies must be seen as the expression of the political will of Member States 
to implement common policies in certain specific fields. Their aim is not to contribute to 
spatial development per se, but to meet their own specific objectives. It  is worth recalling, 
however, that Art. 130 B of the Treaty sets out the obligation for Member States as well as 
the Commission, in their respective fields of competence, to contribute to the objective of 
economic and social cohesion laid down in Art. 130 A. ' One of the intentions of this 
objective is to promote a balanced and harmonious development of the Community as a 
whole. 

The Maastricht Treaty of 7 February 1992 and the results of the European Council in 
Edinburgh later tha t  year brought a substantial expansion in the European Union's and  the 
Commission's competences as well as a significant increase of the budget for EU- policies. 
In particular, the Maastricht Treaty strengthened the competences of those EU sectoral 
policies with a significant spatial impact. I n  order to move closer to the objectives of 
economic and social cohesion (Art, 130 A) and environmental protection (Art. 130 R - T), 
important policy instruments like the Cohesion Fund and the TENS budget line were 
created. The Commission is now able to undertake spatially relevant action through a 
number of important Community policies: Common Agricultural Policy (CAP), Transport 
policy and TENS, Structural policies, RDT, Competition policy and Environmental policy. 

The impact of these policies on the territory of the Union can be assessed by applyiny a 
number of criteria. such as: 

effect on land-use practices 
effect on the economic structure of regions 
effect on the spatial structure 
effect on income and productive capacity 
regional support measures 
spatially differentiated public support measures. 

In  the light of these criteria, the Structural Funds policies, the CAP. the TENS. the RTD 
policies and Community legislation in the field of environment show the most significant 
spatial impact. 

The spatial impact of EU policies is effected through: 
the distribution of funds 
the harmonisation and convergence of the legal framework governing national policies. 

Although there are no explicit spatial objectives pursued through these policies. their effect 
on the development of regions is both considerable and  manifold. 
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The CAP and the Stmctural Funds are the two mosr imponant EU policies in financial 
terms. While it is the explicit spatial objective of the Structural Funds to contribute to 
reducing socio-economic disparities between regions, agricultural market and prices policv 
does not specifically encompass such an objective. Given the highly heterogeneous 
production structure, this policy nonetheless entails a series of indirect spatial 
consequences. The same is true for the RTD policies where the problem of regional 
participation in innovation has yet to be solved in a satisfactory way. 

The spatial impact of these major expenditures had been analysed and highlighted at 
various occasions, although mostly on a case by case basis. 

Contradictory effects may occur irequently and overall efiiciency of intervention may not 
always be optimal because of a lack of common or attuned objectives. The Commission’s 
first report on economic and social cohesion gives a clear picture of the present problems. 
Consequently, it would be a real improvement if the different policies could be brought into 
line so as to  contribute to meeting the diverse needs of the various parts of the Union in a 
consistent way. 

The European Spatial Development Perspective seeks to be a reference document to which 
existing responsible institutions for Community poficies should refer in order to take on 
board the spatial planning dimension in their policy deliberations. It will thereby increase 
the convergence of various policies and contribute to the elimination of inconsistencies. 
Member States and the Commission consider spatial planning as an important contribution 
to the increased efficiency of the various sectoral policies of the EU, bearing in mind that 
subsidianty implies complementarity between actions undenaken both at Community level 
and at the national or regional levels. 

II.D.1. Common Agricultural Policy 

This policy has given priority to the creation of a highly productive agriculture, 
concentrated in some regions, mainly in the north-west of Europe. On the other hand, it 
has contributed greatly to slowing down the decline in the number of holdings and the 
trend toward abandonment of land, notably in the southern Member States. 

The C A P  has led to’a more intensive use of potentially productive land and a concentration 
of agriculture on land which is most appropriate for modern production systems. This has 
resulted in a standardisation of landscapes, (open fields, monoculture, roads for heavy 
agricultural machinery, etc.), a shift from traditional cultivation or mixed production 
methods to more specialised ones, and intensive livestock breeding. As a consequence, the 
amount of permanent gassland has declined and imporrant stretches of wetland have been 
drained. 

Although the first objective of the 1992 reform of the CAP is world-wide competitiveness 
in the food production sector, its overall impact on resional economies can be viewed as 
positive. It introduced an imponant chanse by increasing. the suppon to weaker regions 
and countries with a _greater workforce in the agriculture .sector. Three of the poorest 
Member States are now net beneficiaries under the CAP. 



On the other hand,  the reform has led to increase in the concentration of Production in 
those sectors benefiting from a comparative advantage in terms of land productjvity and 
proximity to markets. With World Trade negotiations resuming in 1999 and enlargement 
towards Central and East European Countries looming on the horizon, this trend could 
even become more pronounced in the future. 

The 1992 reform also aimed at reducing surplus production and hence the need for price 
support. Six million ha. were thus withdrawn from production in 3993-94. in conjunction 
with the new arable crop scheme. In  terms of income distribution, the system benefits 
primarily the intensively farmed parts of Europe, since direct payments are based on 
historic yields. Regions with less intensive producers could therefore be disadvantaged in 
relative terms. 

The schemes to reduce the number of grazing animals per hectare seek to restore t h e  link 
between agricultural land and animal production. They may result in less intensive 
agriculture being restored in many areas, notably where stock breeding is predominant. 
The sheep meat scheme foresees a premium for the least favoured regions, reducing their 
economic and spatial marginalisation. However, attention should be paid to an 
environmentally-friendly management and to the risks of overgrazing, 

The 1992 reform introduced the environmental dimension into agricultural policy. in 
particular through agri-environmental and afforestation schemes with diferent effects in 
geographical terms. Evidence seems to indicate that the latter have generally raised greater 
interest than the former. 

In  spite of the positive effects of the reform in establishing a better link between 
competitiveness, spatial balance, agricultural income and environmental priorities. the C A P  
cannot hlfil all these tasks on its own. The question which then arises is whether the 
Member States and the European Union have'made the necessary effort to suppon the 
weakest rural regions and to promote economic diversification in these regions, in  synergy 
with their medium-sized towns and within an integrated rather than a sectoral perspective. 

n.D.2. Structurnl Funds and the Cohesion Fund 

The fhdamental goal of structural interventions is to reinforce the capacity of the less 
dynamic regions OF the European Union to invest, in  order to increase their 
competitiveness. To that end, the measures they support are aimed at improving basic 
infrastructure, promoting the development of firms and vocational training, increasing job 
opponunities, and modernising and diversifying rural econolnies. 

The first repon on economic and social cohesion has led to the encouraging conclusion 
that, although there is still a long way to go before development gaps between poorer and 
richer Member States and regions are abolished, these saps have nonetheless tended to 
decrease. On the other hand,  regional disparities within most Member States. far from 
decreasing, have sometimes become more pronounced. This again means that the 
concentration of economic activities and human resources have been maintained or have 
increased and that environmental pressures and socio-economical marginalisation have 
become worse within Member States. 



There seems to be a causal link between the efiicient use and leverage effect of Structural 
Funds and t h e  level of inregration of regional development plans into rezional or national 
spatial development strategies setting out clearly defined priorities. There also seems to be 
scope for improvins the cornplementarity and the consistency between programmes 
covering the different structural policy objectives which are implemented in the same wider 
region within Member States. Each programme has thus tended to be conceived and 
implemented according to its own rationale rather than as an element of a common spatial 
strategy drawn u p  for the wider region or the national territory as a whole. In  a similar 
way, cross-border programmes have hitherto only partly succeeded in reaching their 
objective of promoting coordinated actions between regions sharing the same border. 

Structural Funds have contributed significantly to the improvement of the environmental 
quality in cohesion countries as well as in objective 1 regions. Considerable investments 
have been made in environmental infrastmcture (water, soil. air, waste). However, these 
efforts need to be reconciled with the  transport infrastructure priorities pursued in those 
regions. With economic development as their primary objective, these priorities have not 
always paid suficient attention to safeguarding ecosystems. 

To sum up,  i f  structural policies have shown very positive economic results while 
favouring convergence in real terms, progress still needs to be made in  relation to better 
application of spatial subsidiarity, resulting in more demanding regional and  / or national 
develop men t strategies. 

D.D.3. Tmns-European networks 

II. 0.3. n) Trfliisclrrl)j,,cnn transporl ncnvorks 

The objectives of Community poiicies in this field are twofold: firstly, to improve 
accessibility throughout the Union, particularly by completing the territory as a whole. 
missing links, removing bottlenecks, improving access to islands, landlocked areas. 
peripheral and ultra-peripheral regions; secondly, to make optimal use of existing capacities 
and favouring integration of the difierent transpon modes on the basis of their comparative 
advantages, while paying due attention to social and environmental conditions. 

The impact of trans-European networks on the geographical distribution of productive 
activities is important because it provides the basis for other investments. in particular in 
the less favoured resions This is why infrastructure has hitherto had a high priority within 
regional policies in the most peripheral areas of the Union I t  should also be noted. 
however, that there  are  still imporrant saps. 

Trans-European transport networks can contribute to the  opening of the territoy of 
Europe, thereby offering n e w  opportunities for peripheral countries a n d  recjons 
However, important differences could remain between cities, depending on their proximity 
to the network The most important gains would occur for cities located close to new links 
and  for which access to the network has been poor u p  t i l l  now. This is notably the case for 
certain cities in t he  cohesion countries. There could also be advantaces for medium-sized 
cities in the  core areas and for cenain large cities in the cohesion counrries Cities in 

I 
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remote areas, as well as some very large cities alrezdy very well provided for as far  as 
infrastructure is concerned, would, on the other hand. experience more modes; gains 
Although I five of the founeen priority projects of the TEKs are in part located in  four  
cohesion countries, most of the projecrs are located in central regions, Funherinore, 
priority has been given to high speed, long distance routes and traffic mainly oriented 
towards export. These decisions clearly favour the more prosperous parr of the Eurcpean 
Union. 

- 

The planned links include the by-passing of important cities. The question remains, 
however, whether these projects are tackling bottlenrcks and congestion at their source. 
These problems have resulted from the tremendous increase in the flows of goods, services 
and peopie following the completion of the Internal Market and the concentration of 
economic activities generated by market forces. Eforrs to combat congestion could 
therefore be neutralised by the liberalisation of transport unless, at the same time, an 
investment policy is set u p  with a view to establishing alternatives routes or shiftin2 to 

secondary and regional transpon networks l ink ins  the peripheral countries a n d  regions. in  
panicular the less favoured ones, to the core of the trans-European network system 

alternative modes of transport. Such a policy should also suppon the improvement - of 

The very high priority attached tc road building in cenain countries at the centre of the 
European Union as well as in the cohesion countries seems to neglect somewhat the 
important potential for maritime, coastal and short sea shipping. .in particular in  the Atlantic 
and Mediterranean regions. In  this context, the netNZork of ports to be developed, as well 
as waterborne transport links to be esrablished. seem insufficient to connect and to relieve 
congestion on terrestrial transpon routes. Similarly, the potential of rail and internal 
navigation does not seem to be h l l y  reflected in the decision on trans-European transport 
networks. 

Taking into account specific spatial circumstances constitutes a prerequisite for the type of 
investment in infrastructure that is necessary to improve the productive potential of 
peripheral economies. Do the trans-European transport networks, mainly based on an 
economic profitability criterion, sufficiently take into account the varied needs of the 
regions in terms of  transpon infrastructure7 The diferent settlement patterns in  the resions 
(dispersed, concentrated or structured along corridors) is an essential factor in that 
context. Dispersed settlements require eficient secondary road links, b u t  not necessarily 
high speed links with a great carving capacit),. Development poles require efiicient trans- 
shipment centres a t  nodal points, whereas settlement corridors need multimodal inter- 
regional links. Hichly productive regions must deve!op intensive long distance transport 
flows responding to the trend towards globalisarior, For regions with differentiated 
production of  high quality, l inks witn the regions a n d  lateral regional networks are to be 
- ZiL-en priority Finally, regions involved in the prcduction o f  intangible zoods require 
better links between teIecommunicaLion networks wci transFon of passengers (HST. 
air1 inks) .  

- 

As transporration services in peripheral countries a n d  regions tend to be iess profitable in 
the shon run in purely financial terms than in  the more prosperous p a n s  of  the L‘nion. the 

of public semice is generally greater in  these regions The in:roduction of  such obligarions 
are essen:izl in order to help to reconcile the highly desirable but ofien ion2er T e r n  effecrs 

imponance of introducing zdequate clauses defininz cor,dit!ons . .  to ensare aqpropriate levels - 



of liberalisation and competition with the inevitably uncertain and r i sky  nature of 
investment in the field of transpon. I n  the poorest, less developed and most peripheral or 
land-locked regions, public transpon can therefore contribute to balancing the  desirable 
effects o f  liberalisation on eficiency and the need for providing appropriate sewices at 
affordable rates in all re,‘ mions. 

II. 0.3. b) Tclcconiniunicntion ncnuorlts 

The development of telecommunication technolo$es at a European scale has a great 
potential for increased geographical integration, panicularly in view of the spectacular 
opportunities for the electronic transfer of information. The creation of “a common 
information area” is the objective of the tramEuropean telecommunicarion network 
policy. Unlike actions carried out in the fields of transpon and energy, this action relates 
t o  advanced telematic applications and services of general interest rather than to 
infrastructure. 

The ongoing liberalisation may not automatically meet specific spatial needs. The main 
problems that the trans-European telecommunication networks seek to tackle are not so 
much missing links in the network as the absence of availability of applications and services 
to meet the needs of companies and individuals. Telecommunication and information 
technologies do not, by themselves, generate particular spatial effects, nor are they a 
determinin: factor i n  that context. Their use will, nonetheless, affect the ability of regions 
to capitalise upon and to develop h l l y  their human resources, infrastructure and other 
resources, thus influencing their development potential. This is panicuiariy iinponant for 
SMEs. which represent the main pan of the regional economic fabric. notably in the less 
favoured resions. 

The quality of information and telecommunication structures is therefore an element of 
major imponance for the actual capacity of regions to participate on equal terms in the 
Information Society as the liberalisation process continues. For instance. in  1092 there 
were still major differences in the proportion of households connected to cable (indicaiing 
the future potential for rapid deployment of competition and high capacity services at the 
local level) in  central and cohesion counrries. Major difierences also exist within these 
countries both in this respect and  the cost of services related to the Information Society. 

To summarise, without intervention in cenain areas, there is a risk that modernisation of 
the public telephone network and, in  particular, development of broad band networks will 
not take place quickly enough in certain regions to ensure provision of important services 
like Internet. Accordingly, to ensure the harmonious development of the  Union, especially 
with regard to cohesion, it  is necessary to review the liberalisation process periodically As 
far as the scope of services are concerned, there is a need for regulatory provisions aimed 
at ensuring that all areas benefit from the entire range of advantages generated by 
liberalisation with resard to prices, level of  services and innovation Targeted assistance in 
favour of investment expenditure to ensure parity of access to sewices in less developed. 
peripheral and / or rural areas of the Union must therefore supplement, where necessay. 
the regulatory framework in accordance with competition rules Furthermore. i t  would be 
advisable to complete rhe necessary network infrastructure and to stimulate demand in  
these regions, taking due account of their different development levels 



II.D.4. T h e  E n v i r o n m e n t a l  Policy of  t h e  E u r o p e a n  Unioii 

The  Environmental Policy o f  the Union has produced a v e T  imporiant body  Of 1e:islarion 
in three areas:  

in  t he  field o f  products marketed within the framework o f  the Sinsle Mark=[ 
in the  definition o f  minimum quality norms and maximum emission IeLds in  water, air 
and soils 
in te rms  of land use (directives relating to  wild birds, natural habitats. nitrates and 
environmental impact assessment). 

T h e  latter two  directives are o f  great importance from a spatial point o f  view, b u t  have 
proved the  most dif icul t  to implement. To evaluate their impact, i t  should therefore be 
borne in mind that some  directives are still not h l l y  implemented in a number of Member 
States.  

T h e  environmental directives, setting minimum norms and maximurn emission ieveis do  not 
directly affect the  location of productive activities. Environmental constraints may, 
however,  encourage industrial clustering. as several companies may seek to  share facilities 
related to water,  air and waste treatment. These directives, like those affecting land use,  
will create  constraints as  to  what type o f  production will be tolerated in the areas 
protected.  This will mean that certain activities which are  incompatible with ecolo_rical 
requirements will not be  able to  rake place i n  these areas. 

The  estabiishment, at a European scale, o f  norms for cenain emissions has made i t  possible 
t o  reduce pollution o r  to  decrease its growth rare. The  qualiry o f  the water o f  certain 
rivers and coastal areas has been radically improved I t  has not been possible, however, to 
evaluate the respective contributions of  the water directives, o f  ciosures of important 
industrial complexes and of construction of water treatment facilities So far, only a few 
attempts have been made to  adopt a more spatial and integrated approach ID water  
management.  This approach would at the same time favour more efficient long term 
management of the quality and supply o f  water and presewe biodiversity 

Among the directives influencing land use. the “Nitrates” directive is of the y e a t e s t  
relevance for the Member Stares applying factory farming, especially for the pig breeding, 
and geographically concentrated agriculture. During the last decade, the surface area 
covered by  special protection areas under the “Birds” directive has increase fivefold. 
Thanks to support  from the Community ins:rument LIFE for nature consenarion.  the trend 
whereby important areas of  wetland have been shrinking, o r  e\’en disappearing, throughout 
the Union has been reversed. For its pan ,  the NATURA 2000 network of the “Habitats” 
directive aims at materialising the concept of ecological networks. The directive on 
Environmental Impact Assessment (€1.4) has had a significant impact in administrative and 
procedural terms. However ,  in  order to have a decisive impact on major developments, a 
prerequisite would be foF the assessment to  be undenaken by independent bodies 

The  costs  and benefits o f  le_cislation on minimum norms and maximum emission levels can 
not be the same throughout the Union territory Their e f e c t  depends on the different 
circumstances and needs of the various reeions and hence on the relative importance o f  
implementxion costs  The  economic capaci~;~, .  the diKerent demographlc siructures and the 
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production capacities all need to be taken into consideration also in view of economic and 
social cohesion. Highly urbanised re,oions and those characterised by the presence of old 
industries are likely to  be the most penalised by that type of le_gislation. On the other hand, 
less developed regions, often characterised by less intensive traditional systems of 
agiculture and low population seem to be in a more faL*ourable position. The 
attractiveness of these regions for companies will become all the sreater as more attention 
is paid to maintaining environmental quality. Furthermore, as their ecosystems are 
I generally better preserved and as their biodiversity is higher, these resions can be expected 
to  benefit most from the “Habitats” directive when priority sires are identified under 
NATURA 2000. 

II.D.5. Preliminary Conclusion 

Community policies do not have a neutral effect on the spatial development of the 
European Union. Among other things, they are aiming at making the entire Community 
benefit from the positive spin-offs of European intesration. This implies moderation of 
certain effects brought about by the liberalisation process and by the search for greater 
competitiveness, which both inspire policies such as those on tramEuropean networks, the 
Internal Market, Industry, Competition, RTD, and Energy. The impact of these policies 
clearly appears to concentrate more on the most prosperous areas, even though they .are 
taking peripheral and land-locked areas into account. 

Three points emerge for consideration, in the context of an intesrated vision of the entire 
territory, for the development of sectoral, structural and horizontal Community policies, 
These points relate to the need for: 

a more balanced geoyaphical distribution of productive activities to correct present 
trends towards concentration in the most competitive areas 
more sustainable land use t o  ensure that the most appropriate choices are made in 
terms of basic infrastructure and that a balance is struck between the criterion of short 
term profitzbility and the longer term interest of the entire Union territory 
a ,oreater responsiveness to specific spatial needs Structural aids may play a particular 
role in that respect, especially if greater geographical and financial concentration of the 
Funds enables them to address the most important and urgent problems in a more 
efficient way and if due account is taken of longer term stratesic spatial priorities 
when implementing these aids. 

: 
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In addition, i t  would appear that taking on board the principles of interdependency, 
integration and cross-sectoral analysis in tne development of Community policies would 
allow for better interiinking of policy stratesies and prosrammes hitherro pursued 
separately, tosether with full exploitation of complementary features as well as exploration 
of the potential for shared responsibilities throuzh co-operation. 

These considerations enable the following statemeni to be made .As w i t h  all the other 
Community policies, those with a clear spatial impact are pursuing specific objectives 
within a relatively focused perspective These policies are discussed and adopted in 
specialised forums There is therefore a significanr risk of decisions v..ith diverzin: 
rationales being made, the outcomes of which may t u r n  out to be conflictins This 
situation, in the longer term, may weaken the etrecti\,eness of the difierent policies and  



jeopardise the optimal use of available public resources The potential for the E.S.D.p, to 
promote greater consistency of Community Policies should therefore be pu t  at the very 
heart of the debate on European spatial planning. 

1I.E. FURTHER WORK ON THE SPATIAL ANALYSES 

Spatial issues of a European dimension have now been identified that are taken as the 
starting point for proposing a number of policy options (Part 1111. On that basis, a broad 
debate on this first drafi E.S.D.P. is envisaged (Part IV). The initial overview of spatial 
issues in the previous sections is based on information from many published sources. It 
Y gives an insight into the complex picture of spatial developments in Europe and provides 
the basis for a first assessment of those thematic developments and trends which are 
strengths and opportunities, and those which are weaknesses and threats. 

It is clear that there is a constant need for more knowledse. more information and more 
reliable data on territorial issues at the European level, both to fi l l  existing thematic gaps 
- such as the impact of telecommunication - and to enable more integrated territorial 
analyses to be made. The 5* Framework Programme for R&D could provide a source 
for certain aspects of the necessary research, for example on sustainable urban 
development. 

In addition to new studies and research, there are three other areas of hrther work 
required to improve spatial analysis at the European level. In order to establish a more 
solid comparative evaluation of  territorial strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and 
threats, agreement needs to be reached on specific spatial!y relevant criteria and the i r  
indicators. These criteria, both individually but especially in combination, are also 
necessary to develop different typoiogies of areas and to assess spatial impacts pf long 
term E u r o p e a n  scenarios. On the basis of such a set of criteria, it  can be established on 
a comparative basis whether difierent cities, towns or areas of Europe enjoy, with 
respect to the three fundamental soak  of the E.S.D P.. atrelatively stronger or weaker 
outlook for spatial development. 

rI.E.1. Developing spatial criterifi and the i r  indicators  

In order to develop a set of criteria into practical tools. there are two requirements: 
one or more quantitative and/or qualitative indicators for each criterion 
methods for combined assessment. 

This is an aspect of research and analysis which still needs much carehl thousht and 
discussion. A set of four criteria was proposed in the E .S  D.P preparatory work carried 
out under the Spanish Presidency in November 1996 These have now been elaborated 
into a set of seven that reflect more h l i y  the E S D P ’ s  multi-sectoral approach that 
could provide a stzrting point for discussion 
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Geographical position Geographical position is the relative location of an area within 
a continental, transnational or rezional context Among others, i t  can be applied to 
measure levels of accessibility of an area from a siven set of other areas Given the shape 
of the EU territory this would imply, for example, a central positjon for the R u h r  are2, 
and a peripheral position for Greece. In  a regional context, the northern pan of the 
Ketherlands would be peripheral, while the western part of the Netherlands would be 
central. Obviously, physical ,oeographic features, especially mountains and seas, piay 
their role in accessibility. I n  a European context, geographical position must also be 
associated with specific climatic conditions like the harsh Nordic climate or the 
occurrence of long periods of drought in the South. 

Economic strength: Economic strength in a spatial context expresses the relative 
(international, national and regional) economic position of a city, town or area, the ability 
to sustain or improve its position and the intensity of spin-05effects. There is no simple 
indicator available for economic strength in this respect. A sustainable high level of 
economic strength would involve at least a more than average economic output and/or a 
more than average per capita income, a less than average rate of unemployment, a 
favourable, modern and diversified sectoral structure and (a potential for) intensive trade 
relations with other (world) regions. 

- 

Social integration: Social integration expresses the level of interaction between different 
social groups in society, distinguished either by age, income, education, habitat, 
Iansuage, culture or nationality. In  a spatial context, social problems such as social 
segregation or exclusion - often associated with high unemployment - reduce social 
cohesion within and between (especially urban) areas which in turn reduces economic 
opportunities 

Spatial integration: Spatial integration expresses the Opportunities for and level of 
(economic, cultural) interaction within and between areas and may reflect the willingness 
to  co-operate. I t  also indicates, for example, levels of connectivity between transport 
systems of diferent ~ e o ~ r a p h i c a l  scales. SpaLial integration is positively influenced by the 
presence of efficient administrative bodies, physical and functional cornplementarity 
between areas and the absence of cultural and  political controversies. 

Land use pressure: L a n d  use pressure may reflecr higher probability for conflicts of 
interests between different types of land use or different land users, or can indicate 
problems arising from an over-demand or under-demand for land in certain areas. For 
instance, in a hizhly dynamic  area. such as an  urban region, housing and economic 
hnctions compete for available space This results in high land use pressure and  high 
l2nd  prices favouring srronser economic actors Under-demand for land, on the other 
hand,  can be associated w i t h  a higher probability for abandonment or desenification of 
areas. 

N n t u m l  assets This criterion concerns characterisrics of ecosystems and other natural  
a r e x  - their relative impocance, sensitivity, sire or rari ty.  I t  can supply a basis for the 
assessment of related hnciions of direrent natural assets across Europe and  the habitat 
of diRerent species. I t  may also supply the basis for a certain division of tasks regarding 
the development of specific types of nature. 



Cultural  assets: This criterion concerns characteristics Of landscapes and ancient and  
modern cultural structures and groups of b u i l d i n g  - their relative importance, 
sensitivity, size or rarity. Historical city centres, for example. represent a h i z h  level of 
cultural assets that may be threatened by various pressures Other historical assets may 
provide tourist development opponunities. However, indicztors t o  assess the quality, 
importance and future development of natural and cultural assets are still 
underdeveloped. 

These seven criteria are by no means the only ones possible. They do reflect, however, a 
starting point for further work to establish a set of criteria and indicators to which all 
Member States can agree. It is imponant to note that. i t  is especially the conrbiire!d 
application of such spatial criteria which would be of particular value for the purpose of 
spatial analysis. 

E.E.2. Research in to  typologies of areas 

The application of criteria and indicators, in combination. can be used to make typoiogies 
of areas. Different criteria and difierent indicators would result, of  course, in  different 
typologies of areas. Resezrch into the elaboration of typologies of areas is important as 
they are needed as a tool to formulate hypotheses about interrelations between elements 
of physical and human geography on the one hand and sectoral policies on the other. 

The work on establishing typologies of areas, not only at the European but also at the 
Transnational level, has to besin immediately. It has been recognised that such work is 
essential if any application of  criteria and indicators for comparative spatial analysis is to 
have any practical use. 

II.E.3. Development o f  l o n g  te rm scenarios 

Alternative long term scenarios are indispensable as pan of funher spatial analysis within 
the context of the E.S.D.P.. The present E.S.D.P. trend scenarios, that have been 
elaborated under the French Presidency, are based on certain assumptions that are valid 
for the medium term. However, assessment of emerging mega-trends. their direction, 
their driving forces and their spatially differentiated impacts that might be expected, are a 
major task to be carried out with a view to the long term If it is assumed that the 
E.S.D.P. provides the context for a common prospective view on the organisation of the 
European territory, i t  is necessary to explore alternative hypotheses for long term change 
in the following fields, such as. 

demography and change in population distribution 
the impacts of globalisation 

e the process of adaptation of regions to the intensification of international trade 
the dominance of the terriar). sector 
the development of the information society 
the impacls of technological change for transpon, telecommunication and energy 
the development of the CAP 
the €U enlargement to the east 
the relation to non EU members in  the Mediterranean basin. 
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Through this type of research, an information basis can be provided for the development of 
alternative scenarios up to the year 2015. I t  is important, however, to strike a balance 
between the need for more European policy co-operation in the field of spatial planning in 
the short term and assessments of the political ‘room for manoeuvre’ against the  
background of long term developments 





111. POLICY AIMS AND OPTIONS FOR THE EUROPEAN 
TERRITORY 

The spatial issues identified in Part 11 require a wide range of policy responses involving 
many decision-makers at different levels of governmeni. I t  is not the intention of the 
E.S.D.P. to provide a comprehensive policy response for all these issues. T o  be effective, 
policies have to  be clear and specific, yet at the same time put the accent on the 
relationships between the different components of the territory. The policy aims and 
options set out below to deal with the issues identified in Pan I1 have therefore been 
subject to a process of structuring and selection along the following lines. 

Firstly, the policy aims are based on the three main spearheads of policy action on the 
European temtory as laid down in the Leipzig E.S.D.P.-document. These are directed 
towards: 

0 More balanced and polycentric system of cities and a new urban-rural relationship 
Parity of  access to infrastructure and knowledge 
Prudent management and development of Europe‘s natural and cultural heritage. 

For each of these spheres of activity, a limited number of key policy aims has been selected 
and, in order to help achieve these aims, a number of specific policy options have been 
identified. These options are geogaphically differentiated I n  other words, they apply to 
one or more specific parts of the European territon,. I t  is premature to determine the entire 
application field, i.e. an exhaustive list of relevant geographical items that should be 
associated w i t h  each of these options. fievenheless. i t  was considered useful to provide a 
first set of tentative pictures of what this application field mizht look like in the future 
E.S.D.P.. Their purpose is purely indicative and illustrative. they do not reflect actual 
policy proposals but are possible elements to be considered in defining the application field 
of the options. 

The selection of aims and options was made on the basis of the following Qeneral criteria: 

the  spatial dimension: policy aims and options have been identified which, with the 
fundamental goals of spatial development in mind. complement sector policies and 
provide the elements for a more integrated, multi-sectoral approach at the European 
level 
the European dimension: like the issues themseli.es, the policl* aims and options need 
a continental, transnational, cross-border or Europe-wide inter-re$onal or inter-urban 
application 
interest of the 3lember  States: they reflect p o l i q  priorities expressed by the Member 
States and the European Commission at previous inforinal ministers’ meetinss on the 
E.S.D.P. 
feasibility of implementation and potential effectiveness:  the policy options have 
been selected on the basis of their potential e z m ,  if implemented, on reducing 
temtorial imbalances, and the ease of their eventual implementation 



A spatial approach to policies must go further t h a n  identirjiing how sectoral policies can be 
reinforced and improved by introducing the spatial dimension. I t  must also provide a basis 
for integrating a number of these more thematic policy options for application in cenain 
transnational, cross-border or other areas of European significance For these areas, 
coherent spatial development strategies need to be designed, which NJould identifv the 
relevant principles, problems and opporiunities of  spatial development These stratezies 
would strenghen the hnctional ties between the various spatial components of these areas 
and provide the basis for a multi-sectoral approach. The added value of  an intezrated 
spatial approach is the provision of a better quality, sustainable and cohesive development 
of these areas than  otherwise would be the case if policy decisions were not co-ordinated. 

I 

c 

At the end of Pan 111, a spatial integration framework for the policy optjons is presented 
This framework distinguishes between two sorts of integrated p o k y  application at the 
European level: 

1 .  Geographical. Policy options relate to issues that have to be tackled in areas transcending 
national borders. There are two main levels of integrated application. 

the whole of the European territory (in panicular the Community level) 
large European areas transcending national borders, e.g. river basins, mountain ranges or 
maritime basins (the transnational level). 

In addition, cross-border areas represent a hnher  level of potential integration of European 
si,gificance. In these areas, integrated spatial planning is still hampered by a lack of 
administrative co-ordination between the regional and local authorities on both sides of the 
border. 

2. Kon-geographical / iriterregionnl. Policy options relate to issues thar occur ar many 
difTerent locations within Europe bu t  need essentially to be tackled at the recjonal or local level 
(for instance co-operation between cities) 

This Fiamework underlines the need for a co-ordinated decision-making process, not only  
horizontally (between sectors at one seographical level) but also venically (between 
ad m i n i s t ra t i ve 1 eve I s ) . 

if1.A. TOWARDS A MORE BALANCED AND POLYCENTRIC SYSTEM OF 
CITIES AND A NEW URBAN - RURAL RELATIONSHIP 

The development of Europe's cities and  the relations between them constitutes the most 
significant factor afTectin2 !he spzrial balacce of the territory of  Europe The wide-ranging 
recent c h a n ~ e s  have been identified i n  Parr 11: difi'erent forms of urban networks. the 
emergence of  clusters of cities, t h e  reshaping of the economic potential of cities and their 
continued expansion, gronfing soc i~ l  sezresation and the declining quality of  urban life 
Rural areas are also chanzing rzpidly and becoming more Lzried: there is no longer one 
model for the  countyside but  several Their relationship with the urban areas are now 
difkent, specific settlement patterns are ernergin$, and the  rural  economies are coping 
Li . i  t h h n d am en: a I res t ru c t u ri ng, 
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Action is needed to deal with these chanses in the urban system and the patterns of 

settlement. I t  cannot, however, derive from any specific sector policy, b u t  constitutes an 
obvious field of application for cross-sectoral planning stratesies I t  should also be seen as 
a contribution to the implementation of the UN Habitat Agenda 

Cohesion cannot be achieved simply by taking account of the inter-regional dimension, the 
inter-urban dimension is equally important. A spatial concept considering only a sinc\e 
urbanised center and “the remainder of the territory” is unacceptable LVhat is required is 
rather the development of new prospects offered to the periphery, which could therebv 
favour a more polycentric organisation of the territory. At the transnational and recional I 

levels, imbalances of the same kind call for policies that assist cities to complement each 
other in order to ensure that each remains competitive. The environmental and social well- 
being of cities is a parameter for their economic vitality. Only sustainable cities will be 
competitive. 

- 

The vitality of the urban system depends, therefore, on its balance, the economic dynamism 
of the individual towns and cities, and the sustainable nature of their deveiopment. Like 
the fundamental goals of the E.S.D.P. to which they refer, these three objectives for the 
urban system interact with each other. 

The interaction between the city and its hinterland has to be rethouzht. unnecessary urban 
sprawl contained and a new.relationship between cities and rural areas has to be defined 
Well-tailored responses should help diversifying rural economies now confronted with new 
challenges. This also implies the development of new and higher functions in the cities [hat 
are the weaker nodes of the European network. 

In short, planning policies should seek to improve relations between towns and cities. as 
well as the internal operation of the cities themselves. This would also improve the 
prospects for the development of their rural hinterlands. : 

lTl.A.1. C o m p l e m e n t a r i t y  a n d  co-operat ion between to\vns 2nd  cities 

I n  o r d e r  to  i m p r o v e  the  ba lance  of u r b n n  systems, it is of f u n d a m e n t a l  impor t ance  to 
explore  w a y s  in which cities can  complemen t  each  o t h e r  a n d  co-operate.  T h e  
contexts  f o r  this  n r e  varied: clusters of cities, a n d  regional ,  traiisi intionnl o r  even 
Europe -wide  u r b a n  networks.  Depending on c i rcumstances ,  t h e  co-operation could 
imply  a high degree  of integrat ion o f  the  goals s o u g h t  o r  s imply entail  a m o r e  
t h e m a t i c  a p p r o a c h .  Various types of terr i tor ia l  i m b a l a n c e  m i g h t  be addressed ,  f o r  
example,  polar isnt ion nroui id  a central  nietropolis, o r  t h e  t endency  to\vards r ibbon 
deve lopmen t .  Complemen ta r i ty  between cities c a n n o t  be envisaged Fvithout well- 
es tabl ished funct ional  niid physical interlirikages a t  dif ferent  geograpliical  levels. 

Improving complementarity between cities means benefiting from economic competition 
between them ufhilst overcoming its drawbacks. I t  is possible to pursue policies to 
promote effective co-operation between cities which draw upon common interests a n d  
from inputs of all panies. 

The integrated character of  this co-operation wiil be improved if it Is based on natural l inks 
derived from the geographical proximity of  the areas concerned The emergins clusters o f  
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towns and cities referred to in Pan I1 should be funher developed integrated straregles 
are required to bring these multi-centred urban :roupin_cs closer tozether and achieve 
greater operational complementary There are, howeve:, a number of' factors which 
hamper this development, including administrative barriers Despite the advent of the 
internal market, this latter factor continues to disadvantage border regions i t  I S  therefore 
particularly in cross-border areas that eEom at the European level to suppon. the 
integation of clusters of cities should be concentrated 

Cities not in geographical proximity require a different type of Co-operation: networkinz. 
This will be more thematic in nature, although it  can provide a framework for dealing with 
a wide variety of questions. Rather than the mere exchanges of experience, what is 
required is the pursuit of shared objectives and common projects. This could involve, for 
example, co-operation between universiiies and research cenrres, co-ordinated rranspor: 
strategies or the shared manazement of databases for sinal1 firins 

- 

Urban networks can make a substantial contribution, at both European and transna~ional 
levels, to ofsetting the imbalances or dysfunctions of urban systems They can seek to 
address the difficult problem of allocating roles between medium-sized towns and major 
urban areas, which can take very different forms from one resion to another. I n  some 
cases, the aim will be to avoid excessive polarisation around 2 parricular meIropolitan area; 
in other cases it  may be to avoid a decline in less successshl areas which are seeing some 
of their fUnctions ebb away to  other cities. Complementarity may also be souzht between 
congested coastal towns and declining inland towns: pressure on coastal zones could be 
relieved while giving a boost T O  inland towns. 

Furthermore, attention should be paid to the strengths, weaknesses, opponuniries and 
threats of larger cities within :he European urban netwcrk as a pan of a more i n r e g a t e d  
development package to optimise the role of cities as economic driving forces for regional 
economies. 

Urban networks could be formed by areas locared in a major development corridor 10 

promote integated and sus:ainable planning Although established at transnational level, 
these corridors can help struc:ure the rerritory of the v.fhole continent A network of the 
major metropolitan areas in Europe would also assist progress towards resolving crucial 
issues such as imbalances in inter-continental access to major pons and airpons (see oprion 
1II.B. 1 .b). 

Networking between small towns in  sparsely populated a n d  in economically weaker 
regions is also imponant. I n  these areas. the pooling of resources is ofien the only way of  
achieving thresholds which v,,iIl make available to each partner town t h e  facilities and 
services which i t  could nor afiord alone. Ketv,sorking and complementary development 
between towns and ciries also has a physical dimension Major cities str iLJe ro reach an 
excellent level of national a n d  internarional accessibilit). throuzh pons, airpons, high-speed 
train stations etc. Such infrastructure will remain of liinited use i f  they are not 
supplemented and closely linked Lii:h an efficient transport s)'srem at local and  regional 
levels. A complementary sl'srem could extend the benefits of  a n  economically attractive 
city :o the towns in its surrounding region. 
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Networking between urban  centres and regions across t h e  external borders of the 
European Union is also important. However, in  eastern and central Europe (including the  
Balkan) and Mediterranean regions, cross-border co-operation is facins panicular 
dificulties owing to economic imbalances (e.g. major wage differences) as well as political 
instability in some cases. To strengthen the economy and to stabilise the political SvStem of 
the neighbours of the Union therefore becomes an important objective for European 
policies. More intensive co-operation at the level of cities and of regions could contribute 
significantly to this objective. 

Policy options 

(a) 

(b) 

Promotion of integrated spatial development straregies for clusrers of towns, 
particularly in cross-border areas. 
Co-operation within networks of towns and cities at the transnational and European 
levels, and of smaller towns in sparsely populzted rural areas and in  a number of 
economically lagging regions. 
Improvement of connections between national / international networks on the one 
hand and resional / local networks on the other. 
Strengthening co-operation at the regional and local levels with cities and towns of 
eastern and central Europe and the Mediterranean countries. 

(c) 

(d) 

lX.A.2. Dynamic, attractive 2 n d  coinpetitive towns  and cities 

Regions as a whole can become competitive only i f  their towns and cities a re  motors 
of economic growth. The competition in which they engage now takes place in a n  
economy which is becomiiig increasingly global and liberalised. This competition 
could result in a polarisation between successful cities and less successful ones, which 
would no t  be remedied by co-operation alone. I t  also requires the internal 
developmen’t of those cities which a re  less well prepared for dealing with this new 
challenge. Other  cities arid towns require particular attention in view of  the decisive 
boost which their dynamism may be expected to produce: these include the “gateway 
cities” which give access to the Union’s t e r r i t o v  (major seaports, intercontinental 
airports, cities where fairs arid exhibitions a re  held, cultural centres) and  small towns 
which can provide a driving force for the revitalisation of declining rural areas. 

The so-called “gateway cities” include some peripheral metropolitan areas which have 
shown that they can build on specific advantages such as lower labour costs or special links 
with former colonies or neighbouring non-member countries. The development of their 
strategic European role as gateway cities would not only help them to face their particular 
“gateway” problems but could also contribure to achieving a more balanced economic 
development of the EU. Since this contributes to the competitiveness of the Union as a 
whole and to redressing imbalances within its territor),, i t  should be encouraged. Care 
should be taken to ensure that  benefits also extend to the hinter land of the cities concerned. 

Some cities suffer from little or no success i n  attracting mobile investment. The lack of  
attractiveness of a town or city may be explained by a number of varying factors and one 
or more remedies m a y  be applied on the basis of specific needs, These could include 
education and training for the local labour force, the development of the capacity 10 



innovate, improved mgdern infiastructure (like access to the world wide information 
network) and public facilities, and urban regeneration. 

Many of these less attractive cities have an excessively narrow economic base dominated 
by a single industry whose decline has resulted in the downturn in the local economy. ,4 
similar process may occur elsewhere in view of the threats to sectors which have hitheno 
held out well. Sometimes, the urban economy is stagnant because i t  is dorninzted by one 
undynamic sector such as non-commercial services. In all these situations, i t  is clear that 
the competitiveness of the ,urban areas depends on policies to diversib their economic 
base. 

In some mainly rural areas of the Union, towns do not succeed in assening themselves as 
motors of regional development. However, the economic diversification required of these 
rural areas (see aim III.A.5.) cannot usually be restricted to rural activities in the narrow 
sense of the term. Paradoxically, the h tu re  of the countryside ofien lies in its towns, which 
should be regarded as the starting point for economic g r o w h  based prirnaril), on firms 
which can develop the potential of each area. 

In this policy aim. the basic purpose, articulated particularly in options (b). ( c )  and  (d ) ,  is 
to improve the role of cities and towns as dynamic centres for economic activities. with a 
panicular stress on the development of rural arezs. 

options 

Development of the European strategic role of global cities and of “gateway cities”, 
with a panicular attention to outer parts of the European territory 
Improvement of the attractiveness of towns and cities for mobile in\.estment, in 

panicular i n  less favoured areas 
Diversification of the economic base of fowns and cities that are excessively 
dependent on one particular sector 
Reinforcement of the economy of small towns in  niral areas where a solid urban 
development base is tiificult to establish 

III.A.3. T h e  sus t a inab le  deve lopment  of cities 

T h e  physical  a n d  social \vell-being of to\+’iis a n d  cities is a vital factor- i n  economic  
development .  I t  p rovides  f u r t h e r  just i f icat ion for  w o r k i n g  towards  an  in tegra ted  
model  of a sus t a inab le  city, a l though  approaches  will v a r y  consider;ibly d e p e n d i n g  
on local circunistniices.  Five esseiitial features  of th i s  model  a r e  of pa r t i cu la r  
i m p o r t a n c e  fo r  spa t i a l  de\~elopnier i t  s t ra tegies:  control  o n  t h e  expans ion  of  cities, t h e  
mixing of func t ions  a n d  social g roups  witliiri t h e  u r b a n  f ab r i c  ( p a ~ - t i c ~ i I a r l y  in l a rge  
cities w h e r e  areas of  exclusion a r e  a r i s ing) ,  the p r u d e n t  nianngenieii t  o f  the  u r b a n  
ecosystem (pa r t i cu la r ly  wa te r ,  energy  a n d  waste) ,  tlie deve lopment  o f  m e a n s  o f  
access wh ich  a r e  b o t h  effective a n d  environmental ly  friendi>p, a n d  the  co l i senfa t ion  
a n d  deve lopmen t  o f  t h e  cu l tura l  her i tage  (see III.C.4.) 

Sustainable urban development provides many opportunities to “ t h i n k  giobally, acr 
locally”. The U.N Rio and Habitat I1 conferences have laid down global plans of action 
for implementation a t  the national and local levels I t  i s  a matter thar  must also be 



addressed in Europear. policies - environment. regional. sociai and competition - and  by 
every Member State. The options listed in  this section. linking with the Habitat Aoenda 
and Local Agenda 21, can best be developed and  implemented throush a muiti-sectoral, 
integrated urban strategy. 

a 

Countries or regions, which have been able to  control the trend of continued expansion of 
cities by implementing the “compact city” concept, should continue this policy Elsewhere 
urban sprawl in the suburbs, and also in many coastal areas, must be ininiinised bv the 
carehl location of economic and other activities. 

In cities within the less favoured. regions of the Union, infrastructure (environment, 
communication, transport) is often lacking, insufficiently developed, or inadequate. This 
situation adds to the burden of disadvantage of these cities which, as a consequence, may 
run the risk of missing opportunities for development. This is a problem tha t  should be 
addressed in a spatial framework of policies. 

The h t u r e  of our cities depends on combating the  y o w t h  of poverty a n d  social exclusion 
within them, and restricting the diminishing range of urban functions Promoting the 
renovation of derelict industrial and other abandoned land. and encouraging a balance:! 
distribution of high-quality afordable housing in cities would help to achieve these goals 
Diversity of hnctions should provide everybody with adequate access to basic services and  
facilities, open space, education and training and health care 

The prudent management of the  urban ecosystem is of outstanding imponance ,h 
integrated approach with closed cycles for natural resources, energy and waste must be 
adopted to reduce discharges into the outside environment This could reduce th? 
c generation of waste and consumption of natural resources (panicuiariy resources which are  
non-renewable or regenerate slowly), and  limit air, soil and water pollution The extension 
of natural areas into cities and towns, maintaining the diversity of species, and  the  shar in i  
of e n e r g  between households and industry are examples of other measures that should be 
part of prudent environmental management. 

The growth of mobility in cities paradoxically reduces their accessibility, owins to the 
congestion created. Since accessibility is an essential component of the quality of life. the 
environment and economic viability, i t  must be promoted through location policies within 
land-use and transportation planning. The aims should be to prevent urban  sprawl and 
encourage an integrated approach to mobility, so reducing dependence on the private car 
and encouraging other means of mobility (public transport. bicycling, walking) 

Policy options 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Exchange of experience on, a n d  provide suppon to, efective methods to reduce 
urban sprawl; alleviate excessive u rban  pressure in certain coastal areas 
Improve the business, environmental and social service infrastructure of cities located 
in t h e  less favoured areas, including basic needs funcrions 
Promotion of comprehensive u rban  planning strarezies aimed at achiei.in2 social and  
functional diversity notably with a view to combating social exclusion. and  including 
the re-use of previously developed land 



(d) 

(e) 

Promotion of a prudent management of the urban ecosystem. including the 
protection and development of urban open spaces and green belts 
Promotion of sustainable accessibility in urban areas through appropriate location 
and land-use planning policies. 

III.A.4. Partnership between towns a n d  the countqfside 

Economic integration and  technological change in Europe a re  resulting in a greater 
differentiation of rural  areas. T h e  relative importance of agriculture, whether in 
terms of its role in the rural  economy o r  the amount  of land it occupies, varies 
considerably from one region to another. Spatial development strategies in  rural 
areas must be based on local circumstances and  needs. Changes are  particularly 
wide-ranging in two basic types of rural  area: those subject to new forms of pressure 
from development and those affected by the decline of agriculture. I n  both 
instances, the development of these areas has to be based o n  r? renssessment of the 
partnership between towns and  the countryside. 

The expansion of towns and the spread of an urban lifestyle have resulted in areas which 
might be called “mrban”. These are mainly areas close to major metropolitan areas. The 
dividing line between the town and the countryside there is becoming increasingly blurred 
and is subject to  a number of pressures: fast growth in the number of first or second 
homes, the emergence of new leisure activities, areas used for the treatment or disposal of 
waste, etc. Other areas, such as mountains and coastal areas, sufer  from pressures arising 
from tourism. Often, agriculture ceases to be based on the land and becomes an industry. 
Examples include agi-foods and industrial animal husbandry. In all areas, land-use 
pianning and agri-environmental measures have decisive roles to play in redirectins spatial 
development. To preserve quality of life, attention should be paid, iiiter alia, to stratesies 
for the (re)lmation of  certain soil-based activities and the diversification of agicQlture and 
programmes t o  combat soil pollution and restore the Countryside (see 1II .C. j . ) .  

In a number of rural areas, especially the remote regions. igriculrure is unable to cope w i t h  
international competition. It is declining sharply, or even disappearing leaving abandoned 
land and the population is diminishing and ageing. The economic revitalisation of these 
regions poses a particular problem since the availability of labour and the demand for 
products and services are also declining. One could not expect such regions to revitalise 
their economies on the basis of their own resources alone and so (at least for a transitional 
period) an adequate level of basic services has to be maintained in their towns and villages. 
If basic services disappear because of lack of demand, decline would accelerate. 

In these areas, the development of indisenous resources is likely to take place in the 
secondary and tertiary sectors (for example, green tourism and crafts) rather than in the 
primary sector. This means that the h tu re  vitality of these areas will depend increasingly 
on the regeneration of the economy of the towns rather t h a n  the presewation of a declining 
agricultural sector, 

In diversibjng the economic base of  rural areas, emphasis should be placed on 
complementant); and sustainable development. Attention should be paid to achieving a 
- good and balanced mix of structure-determining hnctions in rural areas, focusing on the 
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integration of alternative activities such as tourism and recreation, which should not, 
however, be allowed to become over-dominant. 

Policy options 

(a> 

(b) 

(c) 

Promotion of  (re)location strategies and environmental measures in rural areas 
under pressure. 
Maintenance of a minimum level of services in sinal1 and medium-sized towns in 
rural areas facing decline or abandonment. 
Support for the development of endogenous potential in these areas. 

III.A.5. Diversification of rural  areas 

I n  many rural areas, agriculture continues to play a n  important role in the economy 
and  remains the main land use. Two situations a re  likely: high]? productive 
agricultural production can compete in open markets. while agriculture that is no t  
competitive with its products needs to undergo conversion. In  both cases, the key 
word for the spatial strategy will be “diversification”, not only of crops but of the 
economy as a whole in the less efficient regions. Agri-environmental measures will 
be required, especially in productive regions. .A particularly interesting source of 
diversification for rural  areas is the potential for rene\\-able sources of  e n e r z .  

The development of highly productive agricultural areas does not pose any major economic 
problems at present. Agn-environmental measures, following the reform of the Common 
Agricultural Policy, will have to be applied extensively. Attention must be paid to 
neutralizing the negative impacts of intensive production methods, particularly through the 
restoration of biodiversity and the reduction of pollution. In areas with intensive livestock 
farming, extensification might be necessary in order to restore the balance in the cycle of 
nutrients. In all these cases a diversification of production might be necessary for 
environmental reasons. 

Agricultural regions with traditional. less specialised structures of production must succeed 
in meeting the challenge of international competition There are possibilities for the 
conversion of agriculture, including the development of high-quality local products, 
provided that adequate marketins channels can be found. However, a general 
diversification of economy of these rezions should be encouraged in sectors such as 
forestry and environmental tourism, as well as in urban-based secondary and teniary sector 
activities such as research and technological development 

Throughout Europe, rural areas have available considerable resources for renewable 
enerzy, including solar e n e r g ,  wind ,  hydro-electric and tidal power, enerzy from biomass 
and even energy from urban waste (methane production) close to larse cities These offer 
interesting prospects for economic diversification and for energy generation which are 
environmentally friendly. This potential should be exploited to the extent tha t  the climatic, 
landscape and other characteristics of the rezions permit rhe eficient use of the resources 
A further step to improve an efficient use of local enerzy sources would be the delivery of 
surplus e n e r 3  to larger networks. 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Diversification of the economy in  predominantly agricultural areas  \ i i t h  weak 
production structures. 
Ensure sustainable azriculture and promote a_cri-environmenta! measures and the 
diversification of agricultural land-use in highly productive azricultural areas 
Exploitation of opponunities for the development of renewable ene::? in rural 
areas, with due consideration of local conditions. especially the culiural and natural 
heritage 

lI1.B. PARITY OF ACCESS TO INFRASTRUCTURE AND KNOWLEDGE 

i 

As noted in Part 11, the movements of people, goods and information across the continent 
of Europe are marked by a tendency towards concentration and polarisation. 
Liberalisation of the markets for transport and telecommunications and ,orowing 
competition accentuate this process. Unless corrective measures are taken. owners of 
infrastructure and operators of networks will be tempted to concentrate on the most 
profitable parts, thereby increasing the marginalisation of regions w i t h  smaller requirements 
for mobility and communications. Such a development would undermine economic and 
social cohesion. 

The problem cannot be solved exclusively by providing more facilities. Alrhouzh this is 
undoubtedly necessary in poorly equipped regions, the construction of new infrastructure 
alone cannot be regarded as an adequate solution. I t  could even prove unacceptable if i t  
was merely a response to the pressures currently being exercised by road transpor?. The 
twin requirements of sustainability and the sound management of public funds imply 
c ereater stress on multi-modal solutions and other ways of making more eficienr use of 
ex i st i ng i n fr as t ru c t u re, 

Steps must  be taken to combat the “tunnel effect” and the “pump efiect”, two major 
threats identified in Pan 11. Investing in intelligence is of the utmost importance: without 
it ,  even the best infrastructure will do more harm than zood to disadvanrazed resions. I t  is 
an essential condition for genuine competitiveness throughout Europe and can be achieved 
only by facing up to imponant challenges: the trend towards a more intangible economy as 
a consequence of the Information Society, the capacity for innovation as a critical factor 
for development, and the need for a substantial increase in the general level of education 
and skills of the working population 

To sum u p .  what is required is a combination of berter access to areas and a more escient 
and sustainable use of infrastnc!ure coupled w i t h  the broadest possible dissemination of 
knowledge and innovative capacity 

III.B.l. Better accessibility 

Although this is n mntter for the whole Conimunity, improved access goes beyond 
completion o f  the main trnns-European networks. I n  the  definition of priorities, 
complementary s p a t i a l  development me;isures a re  required to develop secondary 
l i n k  and  prok.ide n uiiiversnl semice i i i  the telecommunications sector. 
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Spatial imbalances in Europe cannot be reduced without a substantial improvement i n  
transport infrastructure and services in regions where lack of access remains the main 
impediment to economic development. These are principally peripheral regions or  
ultraperipheral regions but also other regions sufiering from relative isolation. h o n _ g  
these regions, those with an extra geographical handicap, particularly islands and the 
remotest regions, require special attention. Clear priorities for the completion of the main 
trans-European networks have to be established. If the TEXs are only partly Completed, 
there is a great risk that only the most profitable portions will be selected. An 0ve:aIl 
development strategy is therefore indispensable. 

Access to regions cannot be improved solely from an intra-European point of view: there is 
also the inter-continental perspective. The openness of Europe’s ports and airports to the 
rest of the world is uneven and disparities in market shares are tending to widen. .4 
reduction in these disparities through appropriate adjustments in air transpon and the 
establishment of a European network of major sea ports would be in the interest of all 
regions, both those in the centre, where one of the main causes of growing congestion is 
the imbalance of traffic flows, and the remote regions. 

The main trans-European networks constitute 2 series of coarse meshes overlaid on the 
Union’s territory. Within these meshes, secondary links risk sufering from a lack of 
investment since completion of the major networks has priority. To avoid an unacceptable 
decline in the relative quality of service to areas not directly linked to the networks, special 
efforts will have to be made to improve the distribution of accessibility by modernising 
regional transport services using techniques appropriate to the specific local conditions 
(light conventional railways, buses, regional airpons, etc.). 

IncreasingIy more information now flows in real time along telecommunications networks. 
Telecom networks are less affected by distance to remote regions than transport networks. 
Nevertheless, even in those countries which are most aware of the new challenges posed by 
the Information Society, the small size of the market and low population density may lead 
to the application of lower technical standards and to excessively high fares. In many fields 
(tele-working, distance learning, distance medici.ne, etc.), the provision of high-quality 
services at reasonable rates (so-called “universal services”) is a key factor for development. 
Equal pricing should therefore be a basic condirion in the provision of services to all 
citizens and should be included in contracts when yanting concessions to private 
providers 

Policy options 

(a) 

(b) 

(C) 

(d)  

Improvement of infrastructure, including ground and air transpon services in 
landlocked, penphera!, ultra-peripheral 2nd other remote resions 
Promotion of a more balanced inrercontlnental accessibility to and f rom the major 
ports and airpons. 
Improving accessibility in areas without direct access to the major networks 
throuzh efficient regional public transpon 
Improvement of access to telecommunications Faciiiries and the adjustment of 
tariffs compatible with the provision of “unive:sal services” in sparsely populated 
areas and in economically less favoured areas 



III.B.2. M o r e  efficient and sustainable use of infrastructure 

The  present ra te  of growth of passenger and goods traffic is harmful t o  the 
environment a n d  to  the efficiency of this trafic itself. Attempts can be m a d e  to 
moderate  it through policies influencing the location of economic activity and 
population movements, better use of existing infrastructure, the promotion of multi- 
modal t ransport ,  a n d  the co-ordinated development of infrastructure and services. 
At the  same  time, t he  further provision of road capacity where supply is already 
excessive should be  avoided. This will require strategies which integrate policies o n  
transport ,  the  environment and regional development. 

Resional planning can make a valuable contribution to sustainable mobility by influencing - 
the demand for mobility. The integation of transport policy and land-use planning can 
bring about the appropriate location of activities which necessitate journeys. This is 
particularly true in large urban areas, where the dependence of households on the car could 
be substantially reduced. 

On a number of road routes, particularly those located in the centre of Europe but also 
including certain coastal routes, congestion has reached levels requirins special measures 
such as road pricing. These measures, combined with other initiatives such as location 
policies, a fuller accounting of external costs, and the targeted development of alternative 
infrastructure, may prove beneficial provided that they are co-ordinated and considered 
within integrated transpon policy strategies. 

The success of these strategies depends above all on the promotion, of multi-modal s>'stems 
of all kinds. The benefits they offer cannot be measured in terms of immediate economic 
results, but in the long run they may reduce unnecessary flows and bring environmental 
improvements. Proposed strategies will differ depending on the potential and constraints 
imposed by geographical location. I n  relation to water transport, there are a number of 
possibilities through short-sea and coastal 'shipping and navigation on inland waterways. 
The construction of new watenvays like canals (e.g. from the Rhine to the Rhbne) and the 
use of new techniques (e.:. combined river and sea transport) oKer hrther possibilities. 
Railways have great potential. Success will depend on whether they can be modernised 
(especially in central Europe) and whether problems such as the inter-operability of 
networks and difTerent running speeds for passenser and freight trafic (which frequently 
entail separation of the infrastructure) can be solved For passenger transpon, regional air 
links will often be preferred to rail in sparsely populated areas. Conversely, the 
replacement of short air links in denseiy populated regions by the hish-speed train is an 
important goal. 

Objectives such as these can only be  achieved through the co-ordinated management of 
infrastructure and by buildins the main multi-modal routes. The authorities responsible for 
the ports and airports and the operators of the various networks will hzve to modifj- their 
policies and activities to harmonize w i t h  an inregrared straregy. Various synergies and 
potential complementarities between modes of transport must be tu rned  to advantage 
rather than being lost through unnecessary competition. An important consideration in any 
integration s t r a t e g  is the appropriate location of interchan2e centres and multi-modal 
hubs. Solution often lie in sharing the use of existing infrastructure in order to avoid over- 
capacitli.: for example, two neishbourinz major p o z j  could share a rail link rather than  



building two separate ones; a single, shared airpon could 
as in  the Basle, Mulhouse and Freiburg area. 

Another important aspect of complementarity between 
between the national, the regional and the local services. 

serve a cross-border re,‘ nion such 

transpon systems are the links 
This is particularly important in - 

sparsely populated areas where missing links, whether of 2 physical nature or in services, 
still remain. Eficient connections between the networks at different levels are essential: 
for instance, a new regional transport service between two small towns could improve their 
accessibiIity at transnational level. Regional initiatives would help national authorities and 
network op.erators to adjust their capacity and plans by taking into account the local needs. 

Policy options 

(a) Encourazement of location policies which reduce the dependence on private cars 
and encourage multi-modal transport. 

(b) Containment of road traffic on congested axes by e.g. road pricing and inclusion of 
environment costs in  transport. 

(c) Promotion of multi-modality and of  combined transpon on Euro-corridors. 
including exploitation of opponunities offered by European pons for coastal and 
shon sea shipping 
Sharing and co-ordinated. management of infrastructure where competition is 
resulting in over-supply. 
Improvement of links between transpon services of national and regional level, 
particularly in sparsely populated areas. 

(d) 

(e) 

III.B.3. Diffusion of inrio\xtioii and knowledge 

Access t o  knowledge is probably even more vital than access to infrastructure in 
considering the competitiveness of Europe as a whole. Disadv;lntilged regions must 
be able to  nieet the challenge of the Inforrnatioii Society by increasing their capacity 
to innovate aiid participnte i i i  iiew economic opportunities. People must increase 
their awareness of the opportunities presented, governmeiits must seek to  
incorporate higher education arid research i n t o  the economic fabric aiid t o  raise the 
general level of education arid skills. 

Establishment of the Information Society in the regions means not only the provision of 
“universal services” (see 1II .B 1 .), but  also combating the threat of lower-quality services 
or higher charges i n  remote areas. As the Nordic countries demonstrate, low population 
density is not an insurmountable obstacle to the installation and wide-spread utilisation of 
hish-quality telecommunicarions services. .4 way fonvard lies in raising the awareness of 
the challenges and potential benefits associated with the Information Society. Regions 
which do not fully understand the importance of tha t  challenge will not attract investors 
and may find themselves rnarginalised. I n  such regions, awareness campaigns should be 
launched and training in the various techniques associated with the collection. management 
and transmission of information should be encouraged. 

These techniques are not a panacea. however. A more transactive 2 n d  intangible economy 
seems to be emerging in  the economies of the most prosperous regions. a new international 
division of  labour is emerging with a core labour-market of  concentrated knowledge and 



skills. This market segment is relatively closed, not enabling lower skills to panicipate 
The secondary market segment will be highly dependent on the performance of the high- 
skill international segment, and  since i t  is characterised by  lower added value goods and  
services, wages will be low. Such a division of labour would be a chalienoe - to economic 
and social cohesion and makes imperative the need, especially for the peripheral recions, - to  

invest in the information economy. 

In this context, the development of higher education and research is essential. The 
geographical distribution of universities in Europe makes i t  less imponant to establish new 
ones rather than to look at comparative performance. Where an insuficient contribution is 
being made to the development of a region's capacity to innovate, particular attention 
should be paid to strengthening their links with business and industry. Applied R&D and 
the development of technology centres, business incubators and other centres of innovation 
are examples of ways this could be done. 

The dissemination of knowledge should not be restricted to a few favoured centres. The 
economic attractiveness of regions depends on the quality of the whole work force, 
Lifelong learning and improved vocational qualifications are an essential invesrment in 
human capital. In recent years, the cohesion countries have caught u p  considerably in this 
regard, particularly in combating illiteracy, bu t  e for t s  to raise the general level of 
education of the labour force have to be continuing and  unrelenting. 

Policy options 

Increasing access to information technologies and raising awareness of the  
challenges and potential benefits of the Information Society in regions where i r  has 
still not been established 
Suppon the establishment of  technopoles and improvement of links berween higher 
education, applied R&D, innovation centres, industry a n d  business in regions 
whose development is lagging behind. 
Achievement of a minimum level of access to higher education. research and 
innovation centres in remote or sparsely populated areas. 
Improvement of the level of general education and vocational skills as a par? of 
integrated developmenr strategies in regions where th is  level is low 

111.C. PRUDENT'MANAGEMENT AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE NATURAL 
AND CULTURAL HERITAGE 

Europe possesses a considerable natural wealth of g e a r  diversity which is under threat 
from human activities in  many places The value of this natural resource often warrants 
conservation by  means  of strinsent protective measures. However, in practical terms, and 
more commonly, i t  is more appropriate to work wirh the evolutionary aspects of natural  
heritage and h u m a n  society, and  to adopt a more positive developmental approach. For 
human  society, i t  is imponant to remain in  contact wirh na tu re ,  to manage i t  carefully. and  
to  pzss i t  on to future generations as a precious asset 

.hang the natural  resources, water deserves special attention by the authorities 
responsible for plannins the development of the European territory. Its stratezic value, as - 



a scarce resource is repeatedly made apparent. In particular, the manasement of surface 
and ground water is should bring about de facto co-operation between rezions in specific 
transnational areas, such as major nver basins and aquifers 

Europe’s cultural heritage is an expression of its identit)., i! work!’ asset characterised by 
great richness and diversity. It is spread widely throughout the continent, from rural 
landscapes to the historic centres of cities, forming pan of the everyday living environment 
of Europeans and enriching the quality of their lives. Rigorous protective measures, 
including schemes for designating sites and monuments, can cover only small pan of this 
heritage. For the remainder, the ideal of sustainable development calls for a more creative 
approach capable of passins on to h tu re  generations a cultural heritage to which the 
achievements of the present age will be added. The need is for the “creative management” 
of rural and urban landsczpes, promoting their overall coherence and reversing the trend 
towards the dereliction, damage and destruction prevalent in many areas. 

L 

The cultural and natural heritage is also a unique economic asser of growing importance, 
reidorcing the need for protection, carefid management and development. In particular, it 
is recognised that the environmental quality of towns and cities, as well as of the 
surrounding areas, is increasingly a location factor in mobile investment. Decisions on the 
location of new economic activities (especially those employing highly skilled labour) are 
taking into account, with greater frequency, the quality of life and environment - which 
includes both the presence of a well preserved natural and cultural heritage and easy access 
to it.  

Attractions of natural and cultural value have over the last decades become an important 
factor in the dynamic development of the tourism industry. There is now a shift towards 
more active ways of spending the holiday and leisure time. This presents developmental 
opportunities to regional economies that possess natural or cultural assets not yet fully 
exploited. However, any development calls for a carefbl balance between the volume of 
tourists and the carrying capacity of each attraction, in order not to damage the qualities of 
the heritage. 
In  summary, greater attention should be given to the careful management and development 
of natural assets, water resources and rural and urban landscapes. The natural and cultural 
heritage requires proper recopition and full consideration in fiiture spatial development 
policies. 

uI.c.1. Conse rva t ion  a n d  development  of  t h e  n a t u r a l  he r i t age  

T h e  n a t u r a l  her i tage requires  specific act ions tailored to r eg iona l  character is t ics  a n d  
c i rcumstances .  T h r e e  main  types of a r e a s  can  be d i s t ingu i shed :  pro tec ted  a reas ,  
sensit ive b u t  unpro tec t ed  a reas  a n d  rural cul tural  l andscapes .  Paradoxica l ly ,  n a t u r a l  
weal th ,  as well as people and their  p rope r ty ,  mAy also be  t h r e a t e n e d  from n a t u r e  
itself a n d  spa t ia l  p l ann ing  can  play a m a j o r  role in  m a n a g i n g  t h e  risks t h a t  m a y  
arise.  

The main objective for conservation will be that specific local factors are taken into 
account of in all policies with a spatial impact. This seems to be the only effective way to 
cope with hurther losses of biodiversiry. Over the last ten years coverage of protected areas 
has 



expanded but is still inadequate and excessively s p h  U P  into ‘islands’ T o  ensure proper 
coherence, the establishment of  the h’atura 2000 enc.ironmenta1 network proLided for in 
the Habitats Directive needs to be expedited The nenvork will be geographically 
differentiated: sites of Community importance (among others those used b). migratory 
species) will have to be joined with other sites of (trans)national, regional and local 
interest. Concerted conservation strategies for areas forming part of  the network will have 
to be designed. Special attention must be devoted to links between features of the 
landscape such as hedgerows, wetlands, valley floors. woodland and sheep-droving tracks, 
as they are of crucial importance in the dispersal, migration and genetic exchange of wild 
flora and fauna. Buffer zones should also be included along the fringes of these areas 

Several types of unprotected areas with a high level of biodiversity are environmentally 
sensitive, for example, mountains, coastal areas and islands, ofren afiected by urban 
pressures, tourism or declining populations. I n  these areas, appropriate forms of 
management need to be applied to ensure that land uses and practices compatible with 
improved living conditions for the population are put in place. 

.hb i t ious  conservation measures in protected and sensitiL8e areas must not be taken as an 
excuse for neglecting other rural areas. Protected areas will never be totally isolated and 
may be at risk from activities particularly harmhl to the environment in adjoining or even 
distant rural areas. The natural potential of rural areas as a whole is siznificant, and 
deserves to be enhanced with a view to stimulatins economic development, regenerating 
natural resources as well as improving the quality of life. This option is related to those 
dealing with the diversification of rural areas (see III.A.5). It also implies the sound 
management and making the best use of Europe’s forest resource2 

Nature not only contributes to the welfare of human beings Natural disasters can also 
cause them Considerable harm Ofien it is impossible to prevent their occurrence, however 
human intervention may intensifj, their effects While human involvement cannot be blamed 
for earth tremors or severe weather, it may in some instances be a considerable factor in 
floods, droughts, fires, landslides, erosion and desenification I n  such situations, spatial 
planning and in particular physical planning can have a influential role to play in 
safeguarding populations and resources and in applying preventive strategies and risk 
management In all instances \+-here human aciivir! contributes to problems, the objective 
must be to educate the public and guide beha\,iour to\{ ards greater sustainability. 

Policy options 

(a). Develop hr ther  a European ecological netv,.crk. linking protected sites of regional, 
national, transnational and Community iinponance and  usin2 features of the 
landscape. 
Appropriate manazement of en\-ironmentaIi), sensitive areas or areas of high 
biodiversiry and reduction of  pressure from h u m a n  activities in these areas. 

maintenance of the natural  heritase in the other rural areas. 
Development of resionai or transnational straregies for risk management in areas 
prone to natural disasters. 

(D ) .  

( c ) .  

(d ) .  

Development of strategies reconcilins economic . 1  oevelopment w i t h  the responsible 



ITI.C.2. Sound management of water resources 

W a t e r  is a vital resource for households, agriculture, nature, indust?, recreation, 
energy a n d  transport. In Europe, its abundance is often taken for granted. However, 
dificulties in water  supply a re  likely to increase in future, both in quantitative and  
qualitative terms. Persistent pollution, overuse and  bad management have 
deteriorated the quality of the resource, the severity of the problem varying from 
region to  region. Since water courses d o  not respect borders, problems have often a 
transnational character. There is therefore a need to co-operate on water resource 
management of major river basins, on flood 01- drought control, and on  the 
protection of underground water and wetlands. 

Water quality and quantity management policies have become an essential requirement. 
For both surface and underground water, these policies must be integrated with spatial 
planning. Prevention is better than cure: preventive action to reduce wastage, overuse and 
pollution should be preferred to end-of-the-pipe technolosies. Appropriate land use 
planning can make a decisive contribution to strengthening preventive measures. Spatial 
planning strategies to support water quality and quantity management policies are of prime 
importance in cross-border and transnational areas, since river basins and water tables 
represent shared resources. 

Water can also be a threat. Points made above (1II.C. 1 ) in relation to natural disasters also 
apply to flood control in the basins of major rivers: spatial planning, especially at the 
transnational level, can play an important role in the protection of people and in reducing 
risks. One of the main objectives of the WTERREG 1 1  C programme is the prevention of' 
floods. 

Demand for water continues to rise, especially as a result of increased consumption by 
households, agriculture and tourism. The problem is acutely felt in dry Mediterranean 
areas. Programmes to combat drought, such as the special package within WTERFEG II- 
C, must be directed at curbing the demand for water and increasing the efficiency of water 
distribution and use. The spatial planning of activities with a high demand for water can 
make a valuable contribution in this regard These issues need extensive public discussion 
as only a full public participation in their manasemeni can guarantee the sustainable use of 
water resources. 
The ovemse of Qround water and wetland conversion have damaged many large areas of 
wetland biotopes. Some wetlands have disappeared completely. Wetlands are a valuable 
resource, in terms of their biological significance and their natural purifying and regulatory 
hnctions: conservation and rehabilitation is a priority 

Policy options 

(a) Intesrated stratesies for the manasement of ii'arer resources and flood risk, 
(particularly) in  transnarional catchment areas of major rivers. 

(b) Improvement of the balance between water supp ly  and demand in areas prone to 
drought. 

(c) Concerted management of major aquifers, especiall~~ coastal and transnational ones. 
(d) Preservation and rehabilitation of major wetlands endangered by over-exploitation or 

wa t er d i v e r s i  o n 
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ITI.C.3. Conservation and creative management of  the  culturnl 1andsc;lpes of  Europe 

T h e  diversity of cultural landscapes in Europe is a precious heritage. They provide a 
visible regional identity and are a record of histor?.. 2nd expression of  human 
interaction with nature. Efforts made to maintain regional landscapes and their 
beauty d o  n o t  prevent or  hamper economic development. On the COntrac’, these 
landscapes can act  as an  economic stimulus: beautiful landscapes represent a 
considerable tourist attraction and often bring inward investment. This diverse 
heritage calls for sound management that respects local conditions. In many 
instances, the protection of sites of special interest is required ; in other  situations, 
Iandscapes suffering from neglect must be restored. Often, efforts to preseme the 
cultivation of agricultural land seem to be the most important step t o  prevent land 
falling fallow. 

A common feature of most of Europe’s landscapes is their history of consrant evolution. A 
small number of places ought to be protected as unique examples of historical local cuiture, 
for example the ‘bocages’ farmland landscapes alonz the Atlantic seaboerd, but protection 
is also needed for characteristic elements that are particularly typical of olde: landscapes. 
The old open-field systems have given rise to typical villases of great historical interest 
which ought to keep their characteristic appearance. Historic routes ranging across several 
countries such as the pilgrimage route to Compostella. or the Italian “via Francioena”, are 
similarly worth preserving, as are some major battlefields. 

- 

In  some areas, preserving the landscape will be mainly an effort to retain cultural values. 
But the reasons are also ecological (the maintenance of hedges in farmins landscapes 
promotes biodiversity) and economic (efforts to keep the ‘dehesas’ in Spain contribute to 
the endosenous economic potential of the regions concerned) I n  all these cases, a 
conservation policy would apply to much larger areas than those presently covered by 
programmes to preserve cultural heritage. 

’ 

: 

In the vast majority of cases, i t  is important to p i d e  creatively the development of 
landscapes rather than to presewe the present situation At present, there are all kinds of 
unco-ordinated interventions t h e  outcome of which is purely random or simply reflects the 
strength of various lobbies involved. Often new cominercial activities and iar= oe residential 
developments a re  sited and developed without consideration of aesthetic harmony; 
infrastructure, new types of farming, cropping and woodland management, visitor centers 
are often badly located and not in  keeping with their surroundings. New development has 
to take place in landscapes, bu t  in 2 positive and enhancing manner Landscape policies 
still are too weak and ‘laissez-faire’. .4 strong, creative landscape policy remains to be 
designed for many areas of Europe, one that is founded on a n  integrated s t ra teg ,  is open 
to new developments and is focused on providins a coliereni and harmonious setting for 
human life. 

Finally, there are situarions where the lack of human activitjf is causing the deterioration of 
IarSe areas Of regional landscapes, particularly where traditional ways of farmine the land 

mountains and coastal zones, can brin: serious consequences for the environment The 
response to such problems should be similar to that outlined above, presewins as much of 
the cultivated landscape in  order to stimulate developlnent objectives and designins an 

are ceasing. The effect of abandoning land in sensitive ecological zones, for 1 example, 
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overall strategy with an emphasis on promoting the redesigning of landscapes I t  mav 
mean, for example, keeping pans ofthe cultural landscape cultivated as a tourisin reSOUrCe 
and convening abandoned land to  forest in order to prevent complete deser?ion 

Policy options 

(a). 

(b). 
(c). Preservation of  characteristic landscapes in  areas threatened by ao,ricujtural 

Longer-term conservation and management of landscapes of Cultuial and hi jtorical 
importance through sound land-use planning and management. 
Creative rehabilitation of landscapes degraded by different human activities. 

abandonment. 
I 

In.C.4. Conservation and creative managenier i t  of the urban ctilturnl heritage 

The  richness of Europe’s urban heritage is n o  less impressive than tlie diversity of  its 
regional landscapes. The  urban heritage is n vnlunble asset in projecting European 
culture across the world, a symboiic value that is creating its greatest threat. 
Considerable investment needs to  be made i r i  snfegunrding outstanding historical 
ensembles, while urban Iandscnpes ought to be remodeled 011 the basis of n coherent 
strategy which  is no t  dominnted solely by the past. 

Many of  Europe’s cities and towns possess extensive sites of historical heritaze of great 
value that are subject to a slow process of degradation. Despite substantial hnds  spent on 
maintenance and restoration, the trend has not been halted. To prevent irreparable losses, 
where this is still possible, proactive conservation programmes need to be started. The 
states who signed the Grenada Convention of 5 October 1985 to safeguard the 
architectural heritase of Europe have committed thernselves to adopting an evolutionary 
approach, i.e. to preserve the heritage and ensure its maintenance as well as to respond to 
the needs of modern suciery - in other words to promote the so-called “integrated 
co nserva t i on” 

Europe’s urban heritage does not only consist of ourstanding ensembles. its towns and 
cities represent places of intense social life and cultural events. The lifestyles of European 
towns and cities must be considered in  their entirely as a pan of cultural  herirage. and their 
integrity needs to be preserved. hlany towns and cities in  Europe are exposed to severe 
pressures PC commercialism and  cultural uniformity tha t  remove individuality a n d  identity. 
These include real estate speculation, the consrruction of over-large infrastmctural 
projects, and adaptations to mass tourism Ofren they have the efiect of seriously 
disrupting the stmciure and social iife of cities .An adequate response to these pressures 
needs to be found through development strategies t h a t  include. in  panicular. physical 
planning and iznd-use poiic!, 

Modern a n d  innovative buildinzs should not be regarded. p c r  .W. a s  inrrusions bur .  instead. 
as potential additions to the urban heritage However. in  many situations, the very best 
architectural creations t u r n  out to be isolated successes, ofren accompanied by other 
developments \,hich diminish the qual i ty  of the u r b a n  environment rather t h a n  enriching i t .  
I t  is verq rare to see groups of buildinzs bein2 created i n  harmony with a contemporary 
urban design vision. I n  the city as in the countwside, the landscape is ofren the result of 
random and uncoordinated intewentions. policies for tlie creative mans=, (’pimen[ or the urban 
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landscape are only emerging slowly Yet they are necessaq. especially in ioi.vns and clrles 
where the deterioration of both visual amenit), and the quality of the built environmenr h2S 

reached the stase of dissuading people from living and  investing there 

Policy options 

(a). 

(b). 

(c) 

Proactive strategies for integrated conservation in areas where t h e  urban cultural 
heritage is at risk or becoming degraded. 
Development of strategies to control the pressures on the urban cultural heritace 
Y generated by tourism, real-estate speculation and infrastmctural provision 
Remodeling, in a creative way, coherent groups ofbuildings situated in  rowns and 
cities undergoing degadation of their urban landscape. 

- 

ll1.D. A FRAMEWORK f O R  INTEGRATED SPATIAL POLICY 

The object of this section is to  present a framework for the integrated application of 
the policy options identified on a spatial basis. Clearly, the actual coiitent of a n y  
spatial integration strategy is a matter for the national, regional aiid local authorities 
involved in  a hiter phase of decisio11-ni;iking. The  framework presented in this 
section should therefore be coilsidered 3s a proposal subject to discussion and further 
e h  born t io n. 

A spatial approach to policies is not limited to the more thematic approach as laid down in 
sections 4 B and C.  It also involves an integrated and more co-ordinated approach on a 
temtorial basis, the major added value of spatial development. 

The essence of  an integrated, spatial approach is to combine selected thematic options into 
coherent spatial stratesies for the future development of specific areas of the European 
territory in which national borders and other administrative limits remain significant 
obstacles: gcogrulilricnl infcgrrrtion. 

These strategies could then serve as reference frameworks for the implementation of mul t i -  
sectoral policies for the areas which they cover: horizonto/ co-nrdinntion. 

The policy options identified in  sections A-C differ according to the scale and scope of 
their application. There are three levels for the application of such integrated spatial 
strategies in a European contest: 

the Europe-wide level, 
the transnational level. 
the regional/local level 

Difierent combinations of policy options are applicable a t  diferent levels I t  is o n l y  where 
complementary policies are applied at each of these levels that a good development of the 
territory is guaranteed: vcrricirl co-or(/inntio/7. 
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The transnational level is considered the “pivot” level for a full integration of  spatial policy 
options. At this level, clear spatial strategies can be made. implementing elements of a 
European spatial ‘agenda” and  taking elements of the policy options applied at the recional c 

and local levels in diferent parts of the strategy area. These trznsnational integrated c 

.strategies, once completed, could then play a positive role as suidelines both for the 
differentiation of Community sector policies in diferent parts of the Union and for the C O -  

ordination between those Community policies and the relevant national policies 

m.D.1. Towards a European spatial developrnent agenda 

T h e  need for policy co-ordination is already recog~iised a t  the European level, 
particularly between environment, trniisport, agriculture, social and  regional policies 
- exactly those policy fields that  a r e  the most relevant to spatial development and t h e  
most evident in  the policy options identified. The  task n o w  is t o  take the policy co- 
ordination principle further and give i t  a more elaborated spatial basis. For the 
European level that  amounts to strerigthening the spatial cohesion of  t h e  European 
Union’s territory as R whole. 

The eventual implementation of cenain policy options depends essentially on co-operation 
at the European level: urban networking (at that level), the development of “gateway 
cities”, more balanced intercontinental accessibility of the major pons and airports, parity 
of access to telecommunication facilities, multi-modality in Euro-corridors, the 
development of a European ecological network. There are. however, clear spatial 
interrelationships between these different policies. These can be mutually supponive. the 
development of the strategic role of gateway cities can link in  well to the encouragement of 
urban networking and co-operation at the European level. On the other hand they can be 
potentially conflicting: the development of an ecological nerwork at the European level can 
conflict with the construction of infrastructure, even that required by the development of 
muiti-modality 

M’orkins essentially through Community policies. focusing on the interrelationships 
between such policy options could provide a potential basis and opportunity for co- 
ordination at the European level on a spatial basis: European transporr policy adapted to 
the needs of specific cities and towns; the development of modern communication 
infrastructure in  economicaily weaker rural areas; an agricultural policy adapted to the 
protection of areas. of h i s h  biodiversity. Such clear spatial interrelationships reflect the 
potential for an inicgrtrtcri sp t in l  dcIdoprrlcnt policy crgcnrltr at the European level. The 
main eiernents of this asenda could be :  

.A better s p n t i n l  balance / economic and social cohesion: Given the particular 
feztures of Europe’s terriroy. both objectives can reinforce each other Economic and  
sociz! cohesion remains a fundamental goal for the Union as a whoie a n d  should deeply 
influence the conception as ivell a s  the implementation of a European spatial 
d w e  I o p m e n t a: end a 

A balanced urbnn and regionnl cornpetitiveriess: this would be rhe ultimate result of 
an integrated approzch to u r b a n  networking and the development of complemenrariry 
and co-operation benveen towns and cities. I n  principle. all cities and  towns should 
coniribute to Europe’s economic g rowh .  This involves working towards a more 



coherent urban hierarchy \i‘i:h clearly defined regional. national a n d  inrernational roles 
for the towns and cities. 

A better accessibilit),: even if i t  seems neither possible nor desirable to guarantee the 
same degree of accessibility everywhere in the Union, in particular in relation to fracile 
or protected areas, major improvements are essential, especially in peripheral regions 
Success will depend on Europe’s capacity to bring the different partners together 
(regions and cities, relevant ministries, transpon companies, erc ) and to combine 
different possible transpon means in a coherent manner. Another cmcial issue to which 
integrated spatial strategies should pay attention is the need to invest in parallel in  the 
sectors of  education and vocational training, with a view to avoiding the so-called 
“tunnel” and “pump” eKects 

- 

Reinforcing EU border regions and their cities: policies concerning the deifeiopment 
of sateway cities, multi-modality in Euro-corridors, parity of access to 
telecommunication facilities and intercontinental accessibility could focus on the 
development of the border regions and their cities in preparation of their role in the 
enlargement process and the development of good spatial relstionjhips with non- 
member countries. 

T h e  development o f  Euro-corridors: these could used as a conceptual too1 for 
integrating policies relating to the development of multi-modality, co-operation berween 
cities, the improvement of infrastructure and transpori in more peripheral areas, the 
reduction of congestion, intercontinental accessibility, etc. Such corridors could 
contribute considerably to the cohesion of the European territory. Many corridors 
could be envisaged. Only a few of them can be found in the box as examples. A 
number of these corridors have emerged, especially in  more densely populated areas. In  
other parts of the territoq,, such corridors can be developed and be linked into these 
existing ones. Essential missins links and secondary networks must be identified. 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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0 
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0 Sustain a n d  develop Europe’s biodiversity: the successful deve!opment of  a 
European ecological network is dependent on a concened effon between different 
Community policies on a spatial basis. Much wildlife, particularly birds, use the whole 
continent as their habitat over the  seasons of the year; the relation between elements of  
this network such as wetlands, national parks, specific islands, coastal areas. shallow 
coastal waters and specific rural areas need 10 be identified and co-ordinated at the 
European level. 

Many aspects of the eventual implementation of this integrated agenda will depend on the 
successhl development of ,oeographically integrated transnational strategies. 

ITI. D 2. Tow a rd s t ra  n s n a t i o 11 a 1 s t ra t eg i es 

Transnationnl areas are  geographically continuous areas transcending borders of n 
number  of countries. I t  is nbove all a t  the traiisriational level that the iiitegration of 
the policy a ims  and  options into spatial strategies and actioii programmes can be 
readily carried out .  For example, policies directed a t  developing a n  ecological 
network, risk management in areas prone, to  natural disasters, wa te r  management, 
improving the position of small towns in rural  a r e x ,  the rehabilitation of landscapes, 
multi-modnl transport, improvement of infrastructure and transport services in 
remoter regions, all represent issues that need to be tackled a t  the trnnsriational level. 
Tramnational strategies integrating such policies would fulfil1 n “pivotal” role 
between complementary policies a t  the European and  a t  the regionalflocal levels. I t  
is the  level a t  which many spatial issues of a European  dimeiision manifest 
themselves arid where the basis can be found for regional aiid urbnii Co-operation 
a c ross n a t i o n a I b o rd e rs . 

The principle of the intesrated approach at this level has already been welcomed and is 
being applied in the INTERREG 11-C programme. This initiative has shown that there is 
already a political willingness in the, Member States and regions to work together in setting 
u p  and implementing programmes, which can be considered a first experiment on the way 
to developing transnational integrated spatial strategies. Member States intend to work 
together, including with external partners in some cases, in seven large transnational co- 
operation areas (see map). I n  the panicular context of the Baltic Sea. the co-operation i s  
established already on a srrong political basis (VASAB 2010. Msby conference. Stockholm 
declaration,...). I n  addition, in relation to t h e  pilot actions under An. 10 of the ERDF. 
another set of four co-operation areas is foreseen. 

There is no set division of transnational areas for inregrated strategies in Europe tha t  is 
established once and  for all. The Europe 2000 (-) a n d  IA‘TERREG 11-C processes have 
only initiated a cenain transnational division of the  Union and its immediate neighbours, 
reflecting a recognition of common cpponunities and  threats and  the political willin, oness 
in t he  Member States and regions in z iven areas to co-operate in dealing with selected 
spatial rna!ters This division is neither fixed nor static 

The exrent of transnational areas, by their nature, has to be flexible, determined in  the first 
ins:ance by their geography. As the size of countries diff’ers. so does the size of  
transnational areas. I n  addition, fzctors of physical and human geography lie ar the root of 
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More important in determining the demarcation of  transnational areas is the polic>* content 
of that  strategy for the areas in question. I t  is the actual issues and t h e  policy orientation 
of the integrated strategy that will finally decide t h e  demarcation of a transnational area 
These can only be decided by the national and regional authorities involved in the CO- 

operation. In addition, i t  is quite imasinable tha t  actual strategy areas will vary according 
to the thematic policies being tackled. The actual demarcation of the transnational area for 
policies dealing, for example, with the  level of services for endogenous development or the 
diversification of the economy in rural areas, might vary from that dealing with the CO-  

ordinated management of infrastructure. 

This geographical and policy flexibility could mean quite considerable overlap between the 
transnational strategy areas. This is not only possible, but  desirable. 

The result of this policy integration process at the transnational level will probably reveal 
that conflicts and synergies between issues and policies will difer according to the type of 
area under consideration. For example: 

spatial development in river catchments in predominantly urban areas with weaker 
economic structure needs: to serve both the economic oppomniries of older industrial 
cities and towns, to develop a system of multi-modal terminals, to develop the river bed 
as an ecosystem, to extent the  overflow capacity of the river bed without risks for 
human activities, to prevent pollution of water and to develop typical river basin 
landscapes 

e spatial development in  the very densely populated pans of predominantly urban areas 
with a strong economic struc:ure must seek: to overcome the spatial disadvantages 
resulting from intensive cross-border competirion between regions and local 
ad ministrations for m o b i I e i nves t m en t . to co-ord i na t e in  fr ast m ct u re and bii si n ess park 
development, to arrive at  efficient transpon sysrelns. to  presewe open areas 
spatial development i n  mountain areas should seek: to integrate environmental a n d  
heritage protection measures in developmenr policies, to provide sustainable 
infrastructure. to ensure the adequate development of smaller settle~ne~its, to integrate 
the exploitation of reneu.able energy sources in  the landscape 
spatial development in maritime basins needs: to promote the integrated management of 
coastal zones and islands, to encourage complementarity and co-operation between 
towns and cities (especially ports), io inteyate furrher maritime and other 
communication l inks  in  the spatial development of the basin, to encourage a more 
balanced development between coastal areas and  their inland areas. to promote t h e  
sustainable developmenr of sensitive areas 

Once intezrared spatial  straregies for transnational areas have been established. they will in  
a!i probability reveal the need to difTerentiate the application of Community sector policies 
across the Union 



Communities aiid administrations a t  the regional and  local levels nre  ninong t i le  key 
actors in  the field of  Europemi spntiA planning. hla l i> ,  of  t h e  p o l i c ~ .  options 
requir ing co-operation a t  the European and ,  especially, the tmIisnntiona1 levels, a r e  
dependent on complementary policy implenientation a t  the regionAI a n d  local levels, 
from small towiis in rural areas to large urbanised metropolitan regions. 

At these levels, there are two aspects to integration in a European contex:: 

0 the development of cross-border spatial strategies 
0 inter-regional co-operation on spatial issues shared by regions geographically separate. 

Cross-border co-operation: Since the creation of TruTERREG in I9SS. recions i n  cross- 
border areas have been supponed by the EU in adapting themselves to the new situation 
created by the Single Market. A number of these regions are realising the added value of 
basing cross-border projects on integrated spatial development frameworks for cross- 
border areas. Examples are MHAL: Maastricht bT.)-Hasselt (BIVI. )-.4achen (D)-Liege 
(BfiVall.) and Saar-Lor-Lux. The policy options relaiing to co-operation between clusters 
of towns, improving the links between regional public transpon and major transpon 
networks and the management of environmentally sensitive areas are examples w i t h  a 
particular significance in cross-border areas. Such options are interconnected and would 
benefit from an integrated approach. I t  is the intention of the E.S.D.P. process to 
encourage the development of other such integrated frameworks of co-operation linking 
such policy options as these. Other examples can also be found at the external borders of 
the Union, such as rhe Germano-Polish cross-border co-operation. 

- 

Inter-regional co-operation: Many policy options refer to issues occurrins at the rezional 
and local levels but needing a degree of co-operation at the transnational or even European 
levels. I t  is a basic assumption in  the E.S.D.P. process thar by providing views on present 
and future international and European spatial contests, regional and local communities and 
administrations will be encouraged to express their desired spatial position in the Europe of 
tomorrow. Thematic policy options of common inrerest that require a bottom-up 
assessment and seek to encourageintegrated action primarily at the regional or local levels 
are assembled and paraphrased below 

Action at the regional level supporting the polic>, options identified would deal. for 
example, with: 

difision of accessibility through the linking of regional transpor: s l 's terns to 
nationalhnternational connecting points 
action programmes for the maintenance of setilements in rural areas facing popularion 
decline or agriculrurai abandonlneni 
de\selopment strategies for a sustainable developinent of landscapes and assessment of 
landscapes' potential for the exploirarion of renewable energy 
contributions to a co-ordinated development of transpon infrastructure 
cross-border developmenr of  landscapes and ecosystems of regional a n d  European 
importance 
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0 co-ordinated land use prosrammes Lvith a view to the prudent management of water 
resources 
programmes to  preserve a n d  enhance a shared cultura! herirage 

Action at the local level supporting the policy options identified would deal, for example, 
with: 

joint strategies for economic diversification aimed at developing clusters of cities and  
urban networking 
adoption of planning concepts for the sustainable city, involving the promotion of multi- 
modal transport and reducing the need to travel 
urban /, rural partnerships through a sustainable exploitation of the opportunities for 
innovative spatial development strategies of cities and towns and rheir rural hinterlands 
action programmes for the protection and conservation of the urban heritage and 
promotion of high quality architectural design. 

III.D.3. Conclusion: t h e  case for co-ordiriatiorl 

The elements of a framework for integrated European spatial development policy as 
presented above depend on sound co-ordination. The approach has to be seen as a system, 
as depicted in Fig. 111.1. I n  this system, the transnational level is seen as the most suitable 
integration level. It is, pre-eminently, transnational co-operation that can bring Member 
States, regions, local administration and other actors together and translate the E .S .D .P . ’ s  
3 widelines, aims and options for spatial policy into spatizl development strategies. The 
implementation of the integrated policy agenda at the European level, transnational 
strategies and the priorities of the regions and local administrations requires both \~er//cc//  
policy co-ordination between the difierent administrarive le\& as well as hor/1011i0/ policy 
co-ordination beween spztial and sector policies 

Vertical co-ordination, above all, is an essential pan of the E.S.D.P.’s strategy of policy 
development and implementation. Only w i t h  adequate Co-ordination, will the spatial 
approach zenerate suficient powers of persuasion t o  influence sector policies at all levels 
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IV. CARRYING OUT THE EUROPEAN SPATIAL 
DEVELOPMENT PERSPECTIVE 

It has been agreed that the E.S.D.P., despite its non-binding nature, is meant to br inn  about 

major role in  the hture. The purpose of Parts I to I11 is to define a common framework 
for spatial development taking into account the wide diversity of circumstances and 
traditions throughout the European territory. The variety of related actions to be taken is 
equally wide. The E.S.D.P. can be carried out with the participation of numerous actors, 
sectors and administrative levels, and the use of a wide range of instruments and  
institutional mechanisms, 

tangible results. As a consequence, implementation on a voluntary basis will have to 2 play a 

The purpose of Part 1V is to review a series of issues relating to the implementation of the 
E.S.D.P., including the role of the various panners, the instruments already available. 
those t o  be envisaged in the future and the polirical debate. I t  is wonh stressing that this 
version of Pan IV dirTers hndamentally in character from the first three Parts. Rather than  
being a drafi ofthe Part IV of the h ture  official E.S.D.P., instead, i t  provides a framework 
for its preparation. 

As shown in Figure 111.1 Community, national and regionaVloca1 policies are called upon 
to play a decisive role respectively at European, transnational, and re, nionalAoca1 I eve1 
Nevertheless. i t  should not be inferred that each actor must be involved at only one of 
these three levels. This would 'represent a too narrow interpretation of the subsidiarity 
principle. Since vertical and horizontal co-ordination are equally important for successful 
implementation of any spatial s t ra tea ,  co-ordination mechanisms between different tiers 
of government must be azreed upon. Each partner will lezitimately play different roles at 
the European, transnational and rezionaVIoca1 levels in contributing to the European 

subsidiarity principle highlights the relevance of "thinking globally and acting locally" and 
the necessity for all the actors to act in  concert. 

Spatial Development Perspective. - Especially when applied to spatial planning, the 

The implementation of the E.S.D.P. m u s ~  be seen as an  on-soing process to stan 
immediately. The transformation of the present "first oiiicial draft of the  E S.D.P."  into a 
revised and democratically validated version of the " first oficial E .S .D P " should build on 
three major interrelated inputs: 

a wide political debate 
innovative a n d  experimental actions 
the establishment of  a solid technical suppon 

I n  this phase, rhe h,l=mber States and  the Commission should define a working prograrnrne, 
clarih'ing the sreps rhey intend to take between Noordwijk a n d  rhe presenrarion of the first 
official E.S D P 



1V.A. THE FIRST P H A S E  OF IMPLEMENTATION 

Given present expectations for the E.S.D.P., the various existing opponunities for testin2 - 
the relevance of its approach and policy options need to be fully explored in diKerent 
contexts. To this end, experimental, innovative actions should be undenaken In  this  
respect, a wide variety of  instruments already exists within the Member States Additional 
Community instruments are also available to suppon diFierent actions in the fieid of spatial 
planning. 

IV.A.l. Action can be tnkeri: within the blember Stntes, between the hlernber 
States, and  with non-member countries 

Member States are already in a position to draw on the draft E.S.D.P.: they are ready to 
orientate their strategic spatial planning more to the challenges arising from trends 
presently afecting all or parr of the European territory. I n  doing so, they will heip to shed 
new light on the issues at stake during the political debate on the E.S.D.P. 

Experiments launched in this direction will be valuable for the preparation of the E . S  D . P  
document, particularly in relation to Part IV. The exchanse of information between 
Member States and their regional and local authorities on existing planning docilments, 
already undemken by a number of Member States on a voluntary basis. is essential This 
will be the case, particularly, where major developments envisaged by one Member Stare 
are likely to affect substantially the spatial structure of neighbouring countries, including 
non member countries, or even of wide transnational areas. 

1S.A. 2. C o rn ni u n i ty i 11 s t ru ni e 11 t s n re ;7 v;i i I n b I e 

Starting with rhe E.S.D.P. approach, it is necessary to take a coherent and spatial view of 
the development as well as implementation of existing Corninunity instruments and 
policies. 

Among the existing instruments agreed at the Community level, Th‘TERREG I1 C is 
explicitly supporting transnational operational prosrammes seared to spatial planninz The 
fiTTEREG I1 A guidelines, designed for cross-border co-operation, also include co- 
operation on spatial planning issues. Furthermore. article I 0  of the ERDF envisages pilot 
actions and pilot projects (TERRP, prosramme) to be carried out in that field. While 
PHARE. TACIS and h lEDA do not mention explicitly spatial planning they can. 
nevertheless, prove to be imponant means of supplementing INTERREG programmes in 
areas such as the Baltic Sea Region, the “Adrianube” area or the south-eastern and 
hlediterranean pan of Europe, in relation to, zrnong other things. accessibility and  
susrainability. Other Community initiatives and pilot projects supported under article I0 of  
the ERDF, notably LiRB.4h! and  the u r b a n  pilot projects. may also prove valuable to 
deepen deliberation on difTe:ent E.S.D.P. options set ou; above. especially those relating to 
the sustainable city. 

I n  addition, section 11. D highlishted major Communi[\, policies that  influence the structure 
and  utilisation of the EU territory These policies should also incorporate the spatial 
perspective. This is only possible i f  their funher irnplementarion is inspired by  the E . S . D  P 



Cross-border, inter-reciona] - and  transnation2l co-operation schemes other than  those 
financed under the present programming period can also be envisaged They deserve 
consideration in an open and positive manner. .4lthoush not supponed financially in  t he  
short term, they  may benefit from the experience - cained from the irnp1ernen:a;ion of 
existing schemes 

All these actions will be helpful in providing the first experience of the iinp1e:nenration of 
the E.S.D.P. in the future. A question which needs to be raised in this context is how the 
suggested policy options of Pan I11 could best be dealt with when carrying out the above 
mentioned operational programmes and projects. Another question is. which policy 
priorities could be addressed by these programmes? The first lessons arising from this 
experience could be presented at the "E.S.D.P: Forum" (see STEP 3 below), thereby 
providing a clearer understanding of the E.S.D.P. strategy a n d  reponing on the  progress 
achieved with respect to concerted action. 

IV.A.3. S e t t i n g  u p  t h e  technical support :  t h e  Obsenjntoi?, n e t w o r k  

In the drafiing of the Noordwijk document, imponant gaps in comparable. quantified and 
s oeo-referenced data became obvious. The need for an agreement on reliable criteria and 
indicators for establishing the typology of regions and of urban areas also became evident, 
Longer-term research on relevant spatial issues needs to be undenaken as a pan of a 
continuing updating process of the E.S.D.P. Before drawing-up the ofilciai E.S.D.P., it  is 
essential that the CSD has an adequate technical and scientific base at its disposal. 

However, at that time, it  was dificult  to provide a clear picture of the organisational 
framework of such a n  Observatory and even of its work programme. Now that the policy 
aims and options to be pursued under the E.S.D.P. have been outlined, the future tasks for 
the Observatory become more obvious. The European Observatory should concentrate on 
the technical and the scientific aspects of the drawing-up and  the periodic updating of the 
E.S.D.P. Agreement on two fundamental points is necessary before establishins the 
Observatory. First, i t  is essential tha t  its work should not overlap or conflict with that of 
other specialised bodies such as Eurostat or the European Environment Agency. Secondly. 
the Observatory should not take rhe form of a heavy bureaucratic body. Instead, it should 
be structured as a dynamic network, with ilfieen national focal points I n  each Member 
State, the focal point would l iaise wirh various research institutes and asencies specialising 
in the field of spatial planning. I t  goes wirhout saying that the Observarory nerwork should 
operate on the basis of clear mandates from the CSD The possible timetable for setting u p  
the Obsenrarory network should be discussed withour delay in order to make i t  operational 
as soon as possible. 



1V.B. HOLDING THE DEBATE 

The idea of submitting the E.S.D.P. to a wide debate \+’as srated in section 6 of the Lejpzic 

document has staned already. In  the case of Germany, the Parliament and the Government 
have endorsed these objectives. The conclusions of Venice gave a clear mandate to the 
Member States to engage in a broad political debate with all actors concerned. This wav 
forward was confirmed during the multilateral discussions held with the CSD delegations 
i n  February 1997 preparing the Noordwijk document. 

conclusions. I n  some Member States, the discussion on the  objectives of the Leipzig - 

This political debate should concentrate on two questions: 

to what extent do the actors concerned agree with the analyses and policy options set 
out in Parts I1 and 111 respectively ? 

how do  these actors see the options translated into practice, especially ~ ‘ i t l i i n  their own 
political agendas ? 

1V.B.L. M’ho should be involved? 

Apart from the partners who regularly meet within the CSD. the debate should involve: 

0 

S 

‘S 

wi th in  e3ch illember State: the national, regional and local authorities, including 
elected bodies such as national and regional parliaments, stakeholders in the private and 
non governmental sectors, and citizens. 
in the framework of co-operation programmes: pariners involved in cross-border. 
inter-regional or transnationzl co-operation in the field of spatial planning, both within 
the EU territory, and across the external borders of the Union. This could involve a 
number of existing transnational bodies, such as the CSD of the Baltic Sea Region. 
a t  the European level: the European Parliament, the relevanr Councils of Ministers, 
the Commission (i.e. DG XVI, as a panner in the CSD work, and orher Commission 
services), the Committee of rhe Regions and of Local Governments, the Economic and 
Social Committee. I n  the recent period, the European Parliament, the Committee of the 
Regions as well as the Economic and Social Committee have held discussions on the 
objectives as well as fields of interest of the E.S.D.P.. Such discussion at the European 
level, based on this Drafi presented in Noordwijk, should intensify. 
outside the Union: non-member states, on a bilateral basis, and within relevant 
international organisations, including the OECD, and the Council of Europe. A 
comprehensive European spatial plannins strategy is being prepared by the CEMAT 
conference and will be submitted to the ministerial meeting of Hanover in the year 
2.000, in  the context of the World Exhibition. The E.S.D.P. could serve as a major 
inpu t  to this initiative. 

The debate in all these forums should address sectoral policies with an imponant spatial 
dimension in panicular, transpon, agriculture, u rban  afiairs, regional policies and 
environment. The E.S.D.P. is not a matter for spatial planners only The Noordwijk 
meeting should be the opening event in a series of discussions which will need to be 
structured in scope and over time. The relevance and refinement of  rile debate will 
increase over time, in line with continuing deliberation and  implementation 



I K  B. 2. n) Issues relating ro horitonrnl co-orilinnrion 

How do spatial development policy makers work together with the sectors most relevant 
to spatial development (transport, agriculture, urban affairs, regional policies, 
environmental policies, etc.) to achieve the policies identified in the E.S.D.P.? 

0 at national and sub-national levels: how can existing co-ordination mechanisms be 
strengthened or extended in order to implement E.S.D.P. policy options that need to be 
addressed through multisectoral integrated strategies? 
at the transnational level: how can the sectors be encouraged to co-operare in the 
framework of transnational spatial strategies with a view t o  improving the multisectoral 
approach initiated in the INTERREG programmes? 
at the Community level: how to achieve better internal consistency between Community 
policies and how can these be brought more into line with the E.S.D.P. strategy? which 
Community institutions would be called to  take decision in this regard? 

On the basis of its ri,oht of inititative, the Commission, as a collective body, is justified in 
making proposals. It is therefore its responsibility to take action so as to ensure that the 
spatial dimension is taken into accouni by Cornmunit!, policies with a view to improvinz 
their overall consistency. 

I %  B. 2. b) Issues relnting to verticnl eo-orrlinntion 

How to achieve better compiementarity between bottom-up and top-down processes? 

How can resional / local authorities implement the E.S.D.P. policy options at their level, in 
the framework of co-ordination between all levels of government? 

HOW to encourage other public and private actors, for example network operators at 
rezional, national and international levels, to contribute to  implementing those E.S.D.P. 
options that require co-ordinated initiatives at diferent geographical scales? 

II,: B. 2. c) Issues relating to geogrplticnl intept ioir  

How to transcend the border effect of various adrninisrrative boundaries? 

at the regional level, for example to support the strengthening of clusters of cities, 
especially in cross-border areas? 
at the transnational level, to raise awareness on the interdependency of territories distant 
from each other, on the long-range efects of certain developments and consequently on 
the need for giving priority to actions with Senuine transnational relevance7 
a1 continental level, to extend prosressiveiy the E.S.D.P. strategy and its 
implementation to the wider Europe? 



Could existing institutions be commissioned with new tzsks? 

J n  this respect, which role could the informal Council of  Ministers for Spatial Plannin: and  
the CSD undertake in future? Is a periodical review of the E .S .D  P necessary? I f  SO, 
should the Council and t h e  CSD be convened from an  inforlnal to a formal character?, 
First clues were suggested in  this direction by the German delegation in  December 199 j in 
Madrid. 

c 

In  which way should the review of spatial aspects of Cominunity sector policies be 
undertaken ? Which Community bodies would be involved in this process? Which types 
of interventions such as information and comments on the Community Policies would be 
adequate? 

Implementation is only possible with i ~ i s t r u i i i e ~ ~  ts. I n  general, spatial developlnent policy 
has only few financial resources at its disposal. Direct intemenrion in  sectoral policies is 
not envisaged but  could spatial policies, over time. with increasing confidence and 
knowledge, be expressed more firmly and in increasing detail as the benefit of so doing 
becomes more obvious and  widely appreciated? Should this task be undenaken by a bodv 
specialised in regional impact assessment, as is already done in some Member States, so 
that sectoral policies could be better targeted towards spatial planning objectives? In 
- general, two main types of instruments are available: 

Legal instruments such 2s regulations, directives or recommendations at Community 
level and laws and  regulations at the national level already exist So do the more 
informal framing instruments set u p  on a volunrary basis. such as the Memorandum of 
Common Understanding and  Standing Conferences established by Member States for 
crossborder co-operation. Could these kinds of agreements give some guidance on the 
interpretation of cenain tasks and  measures? Is there a feeling that narional planning 
laws eventually need to be adapted to take on board cross-border and  transnational 
planning aspects? Are t h e  Member'States ready to create within their national legislation 
the conditions which would Suarantee a cross-border agreement on their major 
documenLs of spatial planning which could have  a spatial impact beyond the borders? 
What are the feelings about a n  explicit mention of  spatial planning in  the conrext of  
h n h e r  developmenrs of the E U  Treaty? 

3 

Financial instrumer~ts: the CSD or the informal meetins of Ministers for Spatial 
Planning are not the appropriate bodies to decide on whether the proposed measure of 
the E.S.D.P. can be financed by the Stmctura! Funds However, are  not Objective I .  2 .  
j b  and 6 of the  Structural Funds a n d  some Coininunity initiatives already directed 
towards spatial development policy aims? Could the consideration of spatial aims 
contribute to the effectiveness and eficiency of these f inancial  instruments as  suggested 
in  t h e  first cohesion repon? Other spatially relevanr programmes. suc!1 as  E R B A N .  
LIFE and RECITE. may be l inked into policy options 
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Finally ..... 

As indicated in Part I. the E.S.D.P. aims to achieve a substantial impact in both conceptual 
and operational terms. The issue of t h e  h t u r e  status of the E.S.D.P. therefore needs 
carehl examination. Should it become a recommendation formally asreed by spatial 
planning ministers (this could imply a revision of the CSD status)? If at the  end of the 
discussion process, sectoral policies have been able to clarify the level and modalities of 
their involvement, what consequences would that have in decision-making terms? 



A 1 In ortlcr 10 iiiipi-01-c tlic bal;iiicc of iirbaii s~stcins. i t  is 
furidaiiiciil;il i1iiprtiiticC to csplorc I\ ;I! s i n  I\ liiclr citi 
caii coiiiplciiicnt csclr ollicr ;ind co-opcrate. Tlic conl 
for this arc \.aricd: clristcrs of cities. and regional. 
traiisiutional or CYCII Eriropc-n.idc urban nctn.orks. 
Ikpciidiiig on circuitist;inccs the co-opwition could i i  

;I higli clcgrcc of intcgralioii of tlic goals soriglit or sin 
entail ;I more thematic approach. Various typcs of 
tcrritori:il inibalaiicc might be addrcsscd cg. polarisat 
arouiid ;I cclitriil iiiclropolis or ;I tcndciicy towards rib 
dcvelopnicnt. Coni~)lcmcrilarity bctvrcn cities canrio 
cn\.is;igcd 11 itiiorit \\-cll-cstnblislicd functional nnd phi 
iritcrlitiitagcs at diffcrcnt geographical levels. 

Policy Optioiis 

Proiiiotioii or iiitcgratcd spatial tlc~~elopiiiciil 
sti-akgics 

Co-opcratioii witliiii iichvorks of totviis niid cil ics 
at tlic tr;insii;ition;il and Eiiropcnii I C I - C ~ S ,  ; i i i d  o f  
siiiallcr to\\ IIS in sparsely populatcd niral arcas 
and in  a riritiibcr of ccoiioniically hgging rcgioiis. 

Iiiiprovcmciit of conlieclions bctnrc~i  
iiatioii;il/iiitcri~~ilioii;il ticttvorks on oiic I ia i i t l  :iiitl 

rcgional/local iict\vorks 011 the ollicr. 

Strcnglliening co-operation at the regioiial ;incl 
loc;il Icvcls u i l l i  cities arid toi\ns of e;istcrri ; l i d  

ccnlr;il Europe a n d  blcditcrraiican counlrics 
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Polic! Aim 

42 D! naniic. ;ittracti\ e rind coinpctiti\ e IOU 11s and 
cities 

A3 The sustainable dcvclopnient of cities 

icgions ;is ;I I\ hole can bcconic coiiipctiti\c only if tlicir 
.ou 11s and cities arc niotors of ccononiic grontli. Tlic 
:onipctition i n  \vliicIi they engage now takes place i n  an 
:cononiy \\ hich is becoming increasingly global and 
liberalised. This conipetition could result i n  a polarisation 
b e t w e n  successful cities and less successful ones. \vhich 
would not be rcnicdicd by co-operation alone. I t  also 
requires tlic internal development of those cities which are 
less wAI prepared for dealing with this new challenge. 
Otlicr cities and to\vns require particular attenlion in view 
of the decisive boost \vhich tlicir dynamism may be 
cspcctcd to produce: these include the “gatc~vay cities’‘ 
which give access to EU territor) (major seaports, 
intercontinental airports. cities where fairs and exhibitions 
are tield. cultural centres) and small towns which can 
provide a driving force for tlie revitalisation of declining 
rural areas. 

Tlic physical and social \\ell-being oftowns and cities is a 
vital factor in ecoiioniic development. I t  provides further 
justification for working towards an integrated model of a 
sustainable tit\-. although approaches will var) 
considerably on local circumstances. Five essential 
features of this model are important for spatial 
development strategies: 

control on the expansion of cities 

mixing of functions and social groups. U ithin the 
urban fabric (particularly in larger cities where 
arcas of exclusion are arising) 

Polic\ Options 

a )  De\ clopnicnl of tlic European strategic role of 
global cities aiid “gatenay cities” i t  ill1 a particular 
attention to outer parts of the European territoc . 

b) Improvement of the attractiveness of IOU 11s and 
cities for mobile investment. particularly in  less 
Favoured areas. 

:c) Diversification of the econoniic base of touns and 
cities that are excessively dependent on one 
particular sector. 

:d) Reinforcement of the economy of sniall toit 11s i n  
rural areas where a solid urban devclopmcnl base 
is diflicult to establish. 

(a) Exchange of experience and support for elkctive 
methods to reduce urban spra~vl and the allocation 
of exclusive urban pressure in central areas 

(b) Improve the business, environmental aiid social 
sen ice infrastructure of cities located in less 
favoured areas. 

(c) Promotion of comprehensive urban planning 
strategies and achieving social and functional 
diversity with a vicn to combating social 
exclusion. 



Polic! Aiiii 

44 Partnership between to\\ IIS and the countryside 

A5 Diversification of niral areas 

Key s tat e me II I 

~ 

prudent iiianagemcnt of the urban ccos! stcni 
(cspcciall! witcr. cnerg! and nastc) 

development of the means of access nliich is both 
cffecti\.e and eni.ironmcntally friendly 

consen-ation and dei~elopment of tlie cultural 
licritage 

Economic iiitcgration and tcclinologic;il change i n  Europe 
dre resulting in  a greater differentiation of niral areas. 
The relati1.e importance of agriculture. whether in its role 
in the rural economy or the amount of land it occupies, 
varies considerably from one region to another. Spatial 
development strategies in  rural areas must be based on 
local circumstances and needs. Changes arc particularly 
\vide-ranging in  two basic types of rural areas: those subject 
10 new forms of pressure from development and those 
aflected by the decline of agriculture. In both instances, 
the de\.elopnient of these areas has to be based on the 
reassessment of the partnership between towns and the 
countryside. 

In many rural areas. agriculture continues to play an 
important role in the economy and remains the main land 
use. Tivo situations arc likely:- 

highly productive agricultural production can 
compete in open markets 

Polic! Options 

:d) Promotion of ;I prudent management of llrc urban 
ecosystem including the protection and 
dcidopnicnt of urban open spaces and green bells 

(e) Promotion of sustainable accessibility in urbiii 
areas 

(a )  Promotion of (rc)location strategies arid 
environmental iiieasures in rural arcas under 
pressure 

(b) Maintenance of a iiiinimuni level of seniccs i n  
small and medium-sized towns in rural areas 
facing decline or abandonment 

(c) Support for the development of endogenous 
potential in these areas 

(a) Diversification of the economy in  predominantly 
agricultural areas with weak production structures 

(b) Ensure sustainable agriculture and promote agri- 
environmental measures and the diversification of 
agricultural land use in highly productive 
agricultural areas 



0 

Kcy Statcnient 

agriculturc \\-hich is not compctiti\ e with its 
products needs to undcrgo conversion 

I n  bolli GISCS.  lie \\orcl Ibr the sprilinl stratcg! uill bc 
"di\.crsi~c;itiori". not only of crops but ofthc economy as ii 
d io lc  i n  lcss eficicnt regions. Agro-cnvironmcnt 
tiic;isurcs \I i l l  bc required. cspccially i n  productive rcgions. 
A particularly iiitcresting source of diversification Tor rural 
tirciis i n  tlic potcntial for rcncwablc sources of energy 

Polic!- Options 

(c) Exploitation of opportunities for llic de\.clopnicnt 
of rcneu able energ> in rural areas 11 ith due 
considcralion of local conditions. cspcciall! tlic 
cultural and n;itur;il Iicritagc 



I’OLICY ACTION B - PARITY OF ACCESS TO INFR.ASTRUCI’URE A N D  K N O W L E D G E  

Policy Aim 

31 Better Accessibility 

B2 More efficient and sustainable use of 
infrastructure 

Key Statement 

Although this is a niattcr for the \\hole Comniiinily. 
impro\ed access goes beFond completion of the main 
Trans-European Nctnorks. In the definition of priorities, 
coniplenicntan spatial development measures are required 
to dei clop secondan links and provide a uni\ ersal senice 
i n  the tclecommnnicatiorls sector 

The present rate of growth of passenger and goods traffic is 
harmful to the environment and to the efficiency of traffic 
itself. Attempts can be made to moderate it through 
policies influencing the location of economic activity and 
population movements, better use of existing infrastructure, 
the promotion of multi-modal transport, and the co- 
ordinated development of infrastnicture and senices. At 
the same time. the further provision of road capacity nhere 
supply is already escessive should be avoided. This will  
require strategies which intcgrate policies in transport, the 
en\ ironnient and regional de\dopment 

Policy Options 

:a) Impro\ enient of infrastructure including ground 
and air transport services in landlocked, 
peripheral, ultra-peripheral and other reiiiotc 
regions 

(b) Proniotion of a more balanced intercontinental 
accessibility to and from tlie major ports and 
airports 

(c) lnipro\ ing acccssibilit! in areas vithout direct 
access to tlie major netn.orks through eficicnt 
regional public transport 

(d) Improvements in access to teleconimunicatioiis 
facilities and the adjustment of tariffs compatible 
with the provision of “universal services” in 
sparsely populated areas and in economically less 
favoured areas 

: 

~~~ 

(a) Encouragement of location policies which reduce 
the dependencies on private cars and encourage 
multi-modal transport 

(b) Containment of road traffic in  congested areas cg 
by road pricing and inclusion of environment costs 
on transport 

(c) Promotion of multi-modality and of combined 
transport on Euro-corridors including exploitation 
of opportunities olkrcd bp European ports for 
coastal and short-sea shiminp. 



B3 Diffusion of inno\.atioii and knowledge 

KC! St;llcnlclll 

Access to krionledge is probably even more vital than 
access to infrastructure in  considering the competitiveness 
of Europe as a whole. Disadvantaged regions must be able 
to meet the challenge of the Information Society by 
iiicreasing their capacity to innovate and participate in new 
economic opportunities. People must increase their 
awareness of the opportunities presented. go\.ernments 
must seek to incorporate higher education aiid research into 
the economic fabric aiid to raise the general level of 
education aiid skills. 

Polic! Options 

(d) Sharing a i d  co-ordinated niaiiagciiient of 
infrastructure here competition is resulting iii 
o\.er-supply 

(e) Improvement of links between transport scn ices 
at national arid regional level. particularly in  
sparsely populated areas 

Increasing access to information technologies arid 
raising an.areness of the cliallenges and potcritial 
benefits of the Information Society in  regions 
\\.here it has not been established 

Support the establishment of technopolcs and 
improve links between higher education. applied 
R & D, innovation centres, industn and business 
in regions nhose development is lagging behind 

Achievement of a minimum level of access to 
higher education. research aiid innovation centres 
in remote or sparsely populated areas 

Improvement of the level of general education arid 
vocational skills as part of integrated development 
strategies in regions where this level is low 



POLICY ACTION C - PRUDENT hllANAGEhlENT AND DE\’ELOPRlENI’ OF THE NATURAL AND CULTURAL I1ERI‘lAC;E 

Policy Aim 

CI Conscnatioii and dei.clopnicnt of the natural 
heritage 

C2 Sound management of water resources 

Key Statcmcnl 

rlic natural Iicritagc rcquircs specific actions tailored to 
regional characteristics and circumstances. Three main 
ypes of area can be distinguished:- 

protected areas 
scnsitive but unprotected arc;is 
rural cultural landscapes 

Paradosicall!. natural uealth as \\ell as people and their 
propert!. ma? also bc threatened from nature itself and 
spatial planning c m  pia! a major role i n  managing the 
risks that may arise. 

Water is a vital resource for households, agriculture, 
nature, industry. recreation, energy and transport. In 
Europe, its abundance is often taken for granted. 
However, difficulties in water supply are likely to increase 
in l i m e ,  both in quantitative and qualitative terms 

Policy Options 

[a) Dei clop further a European ecological netnork 
linking projected sites of regional. national. 
transnational and Community importance and 
using features of the landscape 

(b) Appropriate management of environmenl;llly 
sensitive areas or areas of high biodiversity and 
reduction of pressure from human activities in 
these areas 

(c) Development of strategies reconciling economic 
de\clopmcnt with the responsible maintenance of 
the natural heritage in other rural areas 

(d) Development of regional or transnalional 
strategies for risk management in areas prone to 
natural disasters 

(a) Integrated strategies for the management of water 
resources and flood risk (particularly) in 
transnational catchment areas of major rivers 



Polic? Aiiii 

C3 Conservation and creat ix  ni;inagcnicnt of the 
cultural landscape of Europe 

Persistent pollution. o\~cruse and bad nianagenicnt have 
deteriorated the quality of the resource. the severity of the 
problem i-arying from region to region. Since water 
courses do not respect borders, problenis have often a 
transnation;il character. There is tliercfore a need to co- 
operate on water resource nianagenieiit of major river 
basins. on floor or drought control. and on the protection of 
underground witer and wetlands 

Tlic di\.crsity of cultural landscapes i n  Europe is a precious 
heritage. They pro\.idc a visible regional identity and are 
a record of histon and an espression of hunian interaction 
with nature. Efforts made to maintain regional landscapes 
and their beauty do not preyent or hamper economic 
development. On the contran., these landscapes can act as 
an economic stimulus: beautiful landscapes represent a 
considerable tourist attraction and often bring in\vard 
investment. This diverse heritage calls for sound 
nianagenient that respects local conditions. In many 
instances. the protection of sites of special interest is 
required: in  other situations, landscape sufrering from 
neglect must be restored. Often, efforts to presene the 
cultivation of agricultural land seem to be the most 
important steps to prevent land falling fallon. 

Policy Options 

(b) I nipro\.cincnt of the balance betu ceii water supply 
and demand in areas prone to drought 

(c) Concerted nianagenient of major aquifers. 
especially coastal and transnational areas 

(d) Prcsenation and rehabilitation of major net lands 
endangered by o\ er-exploitation or \i ater 
diiersion 

(a) Longer tcrni consenation and nianagctiient of 
landscapes of cultural and historical importance 
through sound land-use planning and 
management 

(b) Creative rehabilitation of landscapes degraded b) 
different human activities 

Prescnation of characteristic landscapes i n  areas 
threatened by agricultural abandonment 

(c) 



Polic! Aiiii 

24 Consenxtion arid creative management of the 
urban cultural heritage 

KC? Statcmcnt 

Tlic richliess of Europe's urban heritage is no less 
iiiipressi\ e tliriri tlic di\ ersit! of its regiorial landscapcs. 
Tlic urban Iieritage is a valuable asset in projecting 
European culture across thc world. a s! mbolic value that is 
creating its greatest threat. Considerable investment needs 
to be made i n  sareguardiiig outstanding historical 
ensembles. I\ liile urban landscapes ought to be remodelled 
on tlic basis o r a  coherent strategy nlrich is not dominatcd 
solcl! b! tlie past 

Policy Options 
~ ~~~ 

(a) Proacth e strategies for integrated consen ation in 
areas \\here the urban cultural heritage is at risk 
or becoming degraded 

(d) Development of strategies to coiilrol the pressures 
on tlie urban cultural heritage generated by 
tourism. real-estate, speculation and 
infrastructural provision 

(e) Reniodclling. in  a creative \\-ay. coherent groups of 
building structures in  ton ns and cities undergoing 
deeradation of their urban landscam 

N.\XOOXlI I' I)OC 



Annex 3 

Our Ref: CE/O10/001/033 Contact: Heather Koronka 
Your Ref Telephone: 01 698-302270 
Date: 9 September 1997 Fax: 01698-302537 

Jon Jordan 
European and International Affairs Officer 
COSLA 
Rosebery House 
EDINBURGH 
EH12 5XZ 

Dear Jon 

European Spatial Development Perspective - Consultation 

I refer to the above and now detail the comments of North Lanarkshire Council in relation to the first 
official draft of this document tabled at the recent meeting of the spatial planning Ministers in 
Noordwijk. 

I note from the COSLA issues paper attached that the European Commission has indicated that the 
ESDP ‘is a non-binding reference document with no impact on the financial distribution resulting 
from Community policies such as the Structural Funds’. Despite this, I think that its impact on the 
Structural Funds, albeit non-binding, cannot be ignored in particular in relation to the new 
Community Initiative outlined in the Agenda 2000 proposals which will promote cross-border, 
transnational, and inter-regional co-operation to promote harmonious and balanced spatial planning. 
It is therefore important that local authorities acquaint themselves in fill with the proposals and 
policy framework explored within the ESDP which, even in the interim, are inextricably linked to 
finding through the Interreg IIc initiative, the progress of which this Council is actively following 
both individually and through COSLA. The authority will also be discussing the implications of the 
ESDP on Interreg IIc and the initiative itself as a funding opportunity for the West of Scotland with 
the other relevant local authorities. 

After consultation with the Planning and Development department, I would also advise that the 
Council notes the significance for planning authorities of taking into account the ESDP perspective, 
particularly in their strategic planning role. The factors identified in the ESDP which particularly 
affect the economy - gradual economic integration of Europe, enlargement of the EU, globalisation of 
the economy, and substantial technological change, are all issues which are currently being assessed 
in the Structure Plan process. 

As one of the eight authorities involved in preparation of a new Structure Plan for Glasgow and the 
Clyde Valley, North Lanarkshire Council is contributing to identification of long term strategic issues 
affecting land use and through Members and officers in the Joint Committee, Steering Group, and 
various working groups will be addressing the issues raised within the ESDP. 



The Council recognises the likelihood that the ESDP will be an important reference work in assisting 
policy formulation at the strategic level which will be seeking to identify West Central Scotland’s role 
in the European Union, to define the relationship between the city and other settlements within the 
conurbation, to explore the consequences of changes in transportation, communication and 
knowledge, and to examine the pressures on natural and man-made heritage resources. The Council 
also notes the wide-ranging support for the proposals contained within the ESDP in principle within 
the Commission, particularly within DG XVI. 

The authority notes the guidance in the ESDP on actions which can be taken at regional and local 
level which support the policy options put forward in relation to the policy aims. This is useful but 
North Lanarkshire Council would also emphasise the current financial climate and potential 
difficulties which may occur in finding the finance to undertake the policy options in the paper, and 
would therefore concur with the comments made by COSLA in your briefing note in this regard. 

I would advise that the ESDP is going forward for consideration to the next meeting of the Policy and 
Resources European Working Group on 16 September 1997 and, should there by any comments 
which elected Members of the Council would wish to add, I shall contact you thereafier. In the 
meantime, I hope you find the above comments useful, and, should you wish to discuss further any of 
the points raised, please contact Heather Koronka, European Co-ordination Officer. 

Yours sincerely, 


